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Th e setting f or the story of the students' life f or ni11e 111onths is
the Academy: the gym, the cafeteria, the church, the rec room,
the tennis courts, the pavilion, the student parking lot, and of
course, th e dorms. In these places and others, the stories that
will become the me111ories of the place called Subiaco begin.

cool Defined

These are some of the summertime travels of a few students.

Even though senior Kit Turner hod been 10 the West
before, specifically to New Me,cico where he hod often
visited fam ily, the Subiaco summertime trip to the Grand
Canyon was wonderful.
"I could not hove asked for any better group to go
with . o great group,• he said. He hod tried !o attend
before bul was always 100 !ate
For hlffl. New Mexico wo~ "o, cool os the Grand
CGr1yon • He enjoyed the nalUral sites like thos.e seen at
1"" Bandobe, Nalionol Pori<and .... Hopi........,.

LOC VU (11 J - 'ipent two month"- in Vietnam wi1h
famil)
MAAZSOHA IL I 111 • home 10 Saudi Arabin
EVAN REDMOND (1 2} · his brother\ weddin2 in
Montana
-

--

HLNTER RHINEHEART f 101- -.pent ,ix -...eek-. \.1.ith
hh father \I.ho liH~\ in Moma,m
TA:,,C :-.iER KO\I P{81 • t\1 th i: B.ihanu." ~,n acrui!.C for
fi, e da} -...uh h,~ family
L.\:,,CE WI LSON 17J - to San Franci,;co for t\.1. o or three
days v. ith hi'i family and 1he foreign e,r,chan~c
)IUdenl Y. ho )ta)Cd w11h 1.hem thrnugh the ~hool
year, It "-ll'i there that hi!; f:un il) i.aid gooclb)C to
her and -.he wem back I!> Taiwan.
JOS HUA BOWMAN (9) • he and hi<, mom and dad
ne\.1. i.o t\i.agara Fall<, y..·here th~) rode.a boat
up to the fall., and walk.ed-ioJ11 lhecn\.e. behind the
tall~.
- --

Though Loe Vu ( I 11 is o native of Vietnam. he hos 5pent his summers 5toying in Americo
with o grandmother who lives in Boston . This summer was his firsl time in three yeors to go
bock home One of his family's !rips was lo the beech. "It wos very peacehil."
He enjoyed the "greo1• fami ly reunion and the food which he hos miued "Ah the steak!"
In Vietnam It is prepared with a sweet soy sauce, o rotally different tc~e compared to the
Americon steak

.,, A

Helping Hand

Allen {12) and Nick (1 O) Toyn spent sil( weeks visiting their mother's family, in
Tonzonia, Africa, where "the sun roys ore the brightest a nd the coffee is great,•
according to Nick.
Allen spoke a boul the visit: "The lost hme I went to Tanza nia I was 7, and 1
don'I remember very much from that trip. I sow many relatives tha t I hadn't seen
in years.
I went to the island of Zonzibor, o notional pork, and I sow the grove of my
grandma and greot-grondmo. Zanzibar wos a memorable el(perience because
!he Island is oround 95 percent Muslim :so I sow mosques for the firs1 time.
The notional pork I went to was called Chonguu or Prisoner Island. In
Zanzibar all criminals that committed a serious crime were sent lo Chonguu. At
Chonguu there are many turtles and :so they hove a turtle sanctuary. The aides!
lurt!e was almost 250 years old!
We traveled to the town where my mom wos born called Arusho and hod a
mos.s for the souls of my grandma and great grandma. Their groves were outside
the church with everyone else in the town that hod died,
I don'! think I will ever forget this trip to Africa . J made many greol memories
with family and I was el(posed too whale different culture.•

learn ing sometime requires getting your hands d irty .
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George Urlokis
spenlfiveweeks
working at o horse
comp in Michigan
Up or 7 o.m. eoch
morning, he
:saddled horses and
assisted the
compers, all
children from oge
101015, os they
leorned 10 ride and
thenwllhtrailriding.

Augustine Nguyen
helped his parents over !he
summer serving, washing
dishes, cooking, toking
orders ond oll the cleaning
chores of toking out
garbage, cleaning
garbage cons, spraying
down the floors. •My
favorite part. . Is meeting
oil the new people that
come in and making them
regulars.•

Comp Invention o!
Christ the King in Fort
Smith, Som Keyton
assisted young .scienli5ts
oges6 , 9in
developing their ability
to dreom and create.
In one project, the
campers hod to create
with cardboard o

1
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a l'IIW START
~ew heodmoster Dr. David Wright began o tradition that many fou nd
pleasing" and "significant." Af1er registering for classes, the new sludents
~o:ked in line into the Inner Court, o place where they would gather for
~tr graduation ceremony at the end of their journey at Subiaco Academy .
.

15

convocation ceremony encouraged each new sludenl to continue his

1ourney to o fruitful end.

I. Opening week of school
was also Fair Week at Pa ris,
and several students en(oyed
the clear skies of Friday to
toke in some rides.

2. Saturday ofter o week of
school offered the chance to
get off campus to Fort Smith

and Parrot Island, o water
pork.
3. New students were treated

Subiaco hos token the first step
into the new millennium by
issuing Chromeboaks. Michael
Miller (9) and Nicholas Miller
(SJ engage in on assignment on
their new Chromebaoks.

Beginning the year with a church ceremony a nd endi ng the yea r with a church ceremony lgrod uo tio n
Moss) hopefu lly impresses upon the students ond those gathered to wotch the sense thot ou r live s ore
indeed blessed. Left: Behind the scenes of the Ring Ceremony Moss, the seniors gather in the ir d ress
whites ond odiust the senior tie, which they weor for the first time.

The senior ring's value depends on the senior.
page sponsored by
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Eric Weller, a two.year senior, felt pride ond
responsibility in his senior rin9 For him, wearing the
senior ring ls "o great way to be o port of school
tradition: His family 's attendance al the ring ceremony
odded a special memory to the ring. Although ringing
the underclassmen is a Subiaco tradition, Eric never
used 1his privilege. According lo Eric, "it's just not what
I wont to do with the ring .~
Joce Cameron, o six-year senior,
proudly wears his ring everyday.
"For me the senior ring is a symbol of rasped and
authority. lt shows that I om someone the younger
sludenb con turn to for help." For him the ring will
always be o reminder of his lime spent at the Academy.

Each
student has
his story of
his journey
as it crossed
paths with
Subiaco
Academy.

Brody Koch (7] is o legacy student: his father
and several uncles attended the Academy. His
father hod told him lots of stories about his time
al the school so Brady was excited lo create his
own memories and stories to same day shore.

Tin Le, o new freshman at the
Academy, come lo Subiaco
due to his parents' wishes, but
he hos already come to enjoy
the indusivefeel!ngof
camaraderie the boarders
hove with one another.

Hoaming Fon, on international student from
Chino, learned about Subiaco and other
possible schools
through a Chinese
agency. He was
unsure why he
chose Subiaco bul
decided it "must
hove been fate.~
Hoominij spent ~
four_ye-:rs ~ .·'t
Su9·?co• •· ,

.:~_I
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nts to see the Thunderb ird
id his fovorite aircraft was
most exci ting port o f the tri

es.-

Ma ny wee ke nd s we re p la nn e d
with outings b e yo nd th e ca mp us.
Right Mooz Sohoil {12), Jackson Moriro
( 121, Trung Tin lee (91, Michael Nguyen

{11 J ploy the basketball shooting-machine
ofter watching o movie • Venom.•

Bonam: David Villareal (7) and Drew Miller
(8) try to knock each other out in o Fort Smith

A

REE L Fishe rma n

Junior Micha el Tron is a pro

when 11 comes to fishing. Fi:ihing
was who! he wonted to try
growing up In seven th grade.

he started fishing with his fri ends
on weekends. The biggest fish
that Tran caught and meoSI.Jred

is 8 lbs 5oz
Even though Michael was on
experienced fisherman. he still

found it chollenging. •The most
difficult port of fishing is to know
what bail the fish like the most
Weather, temperature
geography, time, and many

other loc1ors will change whot
boit I need to use."

Elvis Jongo ( 12), Mortin Gbe mudu ( 121, Weiloo Wong ! 11 l, Gage Lee ( 12),
Thomas Bourgeois (12). and Alle n Toyn j 12) wen! bowling in Fort Smith on
Saturday, Oct. 6 with deon Mr. Melvin Breedlo..-e

KING of the jungle

Outside of doss and schoolwork, students had chances to explore
natural wildlife, pick up on interesting hobby, or simply spend time with
their best friends outside the dorm on a weekend .
The Subiaco administration actively promoted outdoor activities.
One of the events thal were popular among students was excursions to
play paintball. On September 8 1 the dean of Fuhrmann Holl, Mr. Adam
Fleetwood, and the senior residential dean, Mr. Melvin Breedlove, took
twelves boarders to the All American Paintball in Charleston . The
boarders spent o Saturday afternoon running and chasing each other.
Ethan Yost ( 12) said, "Five minutes before the end of the game, l

rushed into the enemy base. Before I got shot, I had already hit five
people. It was the best moment of the game. " His testimony to a hardfought game . glorious pointball marks on his back.
Some people preferred spending time in the wilderness lo escape
from school or work and to emerse in the forest away from the crowd .
The closest hike was just across Hwy. 22 and the Outpost. Evan
Redmond ( 12) often enjoyed these tim es off campus. He said, " It's a
great way to get fresh air and loosen up the body."

Several students, both day and boa rder, ore great fans of time spent in nature.
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•1 jusl love being
out in nature, just
. .Qeing able to toke

}:1~.~e:~ :~~.
.,·.be,;ag,!n the

~ ·rad~!.
•' #

¥Mrr1mded by
fo"rest"

"It wos o cool, misty
Sunday morning in the
woods. I got out and sol
in my slond. l could heor
the water dripping off
the tree leo..-es onto the
ground The fox squirrel
emerged from the wood
It was a beautiful sight in
pure silence."

"Even though o
school trip ls the
only time I go
hiking, I feel really
good. When l hike, I
go to the beautiful
places that normally
I won't see. I only
go hiking because
of the view.•

Before the arrival of cold
winter oir, studen1s ploy
football in rhe courtyard
during teacher's assistance.
Jonathon Reed ( l I l broke
through the defense of
Conner Phillips ( 11).
Jomes Taylor ( 12). who also
ployed c l T.A., soid,
"Playing in T.A. is more fun.
We just ploy oround; don't
need to be serious. •

Farmers
Cooperative
feed - seed - fertilizer
Subiaco, AR

479-934-4207

K£V1£W

GAME ON!
MODtKN GAME~ f OK AMODtKN WOKLD
o1 Subiaco spf" ,d his ·me outsidi or a pla ying field;
side p1oyin9 on a screen and visiting many worlds.

Of TUE &AMEa
WE PLAl.f

Thechoroctersorefun,
interesting, and diverse
enough lo keep you
ploying for ages. Since ii is
mu!tiployer you ore easily
able to make new friends
to ploy with online.
-Johnny Bui ( 11)

I like Fortnile because irs a
game me and my fellow
gamers con ploy together
with on any platform for

free os well os coph.ire o lot
of epic moments.
-Misha Rzhanitso ( 12)

I like Red Dead
Redemption 2 because of
its interesting story and
amazing characters. The
way the game presents the
development of the west
and the environment is
outstanding.
-George Urlakis (9}

I like how GTA combines
ridiculousne» with realism.
The shooting is !.Olid and
the online community is
odive eosily keeping you
ploying for week!.,
-Roberto Quezada I 12)

League combines the ioy of
ploying with friends with
strategy contoining dozens
of champions. Competing
in ranked isolso fun
because you con wotch os
you improve.
-Weitoo Wong ( 11)

3. Leon Dong ( l OJ loves his game time. " Even though it's a game, o lol of strategy is inYolved
when 11 comes to choosing your character,• soid Dong. "T eomwork hos even helped a player like
me who prefers solo games learn how to work in a group["

"My favorite game would be
Titanfat12. I love the game mainly
for the campaign. h is one of the
best out there. The muhiployer is
fast paced and always keeps me
on edge." Asir Shomsuddin ( 10)
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LENSING FLOORING
Complete line of tile and wood, carpet and vinyl,
LVT and area rugs
Free estimates
Installed or Delivered

Highway 22
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Lensing Heating & A/C
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Personal
"My favorite game is Bottle Cats
because I love cats and large
scale bottles." Kodin Tougos

e

1101

Favorites
"My favorite game is Fortnite
because there ore many ways to
ploy and I con hove fun with
friends." Brody Koch (7)

2. One student Breeden Hess
(11) claims "A lot of people
don't toke goming seriously, but
with the rise of E•sports ond the
ever-rising stokes of tournaments,
constonl proctice is necessary to
remoin ahead of others."

0eod by 0oylighl is a
wonderful game that
requirese11cellenl
teamwork. The game play
is exhilarating and
demanding.
-Isaac Osborn ( 12)

3. Freshman Evon Keenan
enjoys his hobby in his spare
time berween dosses. Keenan
enjoys multiployer shooters in
porticulor.

Madden 16 is lhe best
game in the Bunkerstube
and I enjoy ploying my
favorite footboll players
with my friends.
-Vincent Dong (8)

Dork Souls 2 is o fun and
challenging game with
great graphics os well os
cool enemies. The PvP is
also really fun.
-Hunter Rhineheort ( 10)

I. Brion Hsu ( I 2} avidly ploys League of Legends, in foct for hours straight. In League of
legends, players choose o combat role and work together as a team to kill their opponents or
capture checkpoints.
2. Hooming Fon ( 12 ) believes lhot ploying these games hos a llowed him lo improve his reflexes.

1. A fan of Kruker, o first• person
shooter game, Jaxon Perreoult
(9} ploys inside ond outside of
the classroom.
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Whether it
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high end
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console, or
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iust on your
phone,
there is o

0

platform for
everyone!
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Cell Phone

Computer
Console

Ja cob Bristo l ( 1 I) and Doniel
Hounert ( 11) sweep the Roar ofter
church

liL£AM UP!

Tuesdcy to Thursday cher school, the deans
bring the students o utside fo r intramural
sports. Students con play ultimate frisbee,
soccer, and football to relax from the school
day. Senior Jace Cameron tokes his ploy
time to the next level. He practices
skateboard aher school and cher night
prayer. Joce said," l have been
longboarding for five years, but I switched to
skateboarding so I could have fun with my
friend ."

Maintaining a dean room isn't on ea sy
iob. Every Sunday ohemoon, boarders
toke on the task of deaning their pod
or dorm.
Every day, the dorms generate trash from
Doritos chip pockog1n9 to Amazon bo:ites

This trash often piles up foster than rhe
deaning speed of the overage leenoged

boy
Brandyn Brooks {I l J and Augustine
Nguyen ! 11) voluntarily helped to rake oul
trash since the beginning of the year. Before

school, they collected the trash from each

pod in the dorm,

then took It to the dumpster

Brooks said, • I do This because of
commun,ry service hour I got three hours of
them every week •

DOK

TI/£ MIXING POT

aWEU

Sometime, the cafeteria food is just not enough
Food is o ne of the importa nt elements of life, even in do rm life. Many students
brought cookware with them to Subia co. They also brought their cultural
cuisine with them .

UME
A recharging
station
For boarders, the dorm is
home. The students spend their
spore time studying, playing

video games, sleeping, and
cracking iokes with friends.
Subiaco is well known for the

strong brotherhood, especia lly
among boa rders. Andrew Bui
( I OJ, living in Heard Hall, said, "I
think the best port of dorm life is
my roommate. It's good to live
with your friend."
However, sometimes the do rm
life con be chaotic. Senior
Andrew Che n sa id, "One time I
burned my stea k o nd set off the
olorm. Next thing I sow was Mr.
Brooks springing toward me and
yelling my name. I was sco red."

Middle: Special reque~s far prayer ore invited
each night or night prayer Kit Turner ( 12)
requested on this night for special intercession for
the football ream
Bollom: John Wingfield, o four-yeor senior,
said. •Dorm life is routine bul never boring While
we hove mondotory times such os inlromurols
and night prayer, you con always find something
lo do in your spore rime with the help of your
neighbors ond friends Boarders have a real
sense of communiry and get along well.•

~eiy nighr, students gather in their respective dorms for night prayer
e monks ask for prayer requesrs from the srudenls and pray for events
on !he news Also a! this hme, the deans announce upcoming campus
OClivities, dorm issues, and sports events.

from Taiwan, Ryon H su enjoys cooking for
himself and his podmotes. If the smell of Asian
cuisine comes wafting down rhe hallway,
probably Ryon is cooking. His favorite dish lo
cook is Joponese sweet curry. "It is perfect with
rice, and I con substitute ii for school dinner." He
is not limited to the Asian cuisine; Ryon also
cooks steaks. Ryon said, • It's easy to cook
steak:

The rainy weather brought the homecoming court into Rebsamen Stadium for the crowning of the
queen. Escorts and maids are Jordan Rainwater and Victoria Collins of Ozark; Luke Hertlein and
Whitney Fox of Scranton; Gage Lee and Joni Inman of Paris; Kit Turner and Queen Katelyn King
of Subiaco; Thomas Bourgeois and Khiley Frederick of Charleston; and Haeven Patterson and
~iselle Dunn of Branch. The attendants are Gabby George and Brantley Kennedy.
Right: Headmaster David Wright crowns Katelyn King.

The Spirit Week games ore oil about class unity
and school spirit. The sophomores certainly exhibit
that as they cheer on Mox Linares in his port of the
sponge relay.
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<' t~e b t ent, es

Amid the 10
submissions for
Homecoming posters,
senior lim
Constantino's poster
wos judged the best
ond awarded o $30
prize His poster took
on o louisiono Aovor.
Other entries come
from Daniel Wu (7).
Augustine Nguyen
(11), Moson
Schlute rmon !1 I)
Dillon Ramsey ( 12),
Junior Ad jei ( 12),
ond Hunter Criswell

When former teacher
Mr. Gory Kinney
volunteered to come
bock for a cameo
role, the teachers
knew the crowd of
students would
approve.

10

f)et'J

it

UPJ

were awarded

The week of dressup days, games, a skit end spirit culminated in a
Friday night game against the Dover pirates. in continuous rein. Subiaco
Went into the game hoping to repeat lost year by winning the
Homecoming game. At the end of regular time, neither teom hod scored.
I' In o sudden death overtime, Subiaco got the ba ll first on the ten-yard
tne. They had four ploys to get the ball into the end zone. No luck as
the Troians were pushed bock.
The Pirates followed with their shot at points. In their third ploy, the
quarterback threw to a lineman who scored.
It was a bitter loss, especially after a review of the game video
revealed the point was scored by on illegal player.

1 Pirates invade Tro1on remtory in o boot created by
rhe dromo clou
2 Will Jamison ( 11) lokH on rhe role of Trojon Mon of
rhe home football gomH. When Mr. Patrick Ritchey wos
looking for o moscol, Will volunteered, thinking it would
be fun
3 Trojans Mrs. Cheryl Goetz, Mr. Heorh Spillers, Mr
Jeff O'Neol ond Mr Gary Kinney fight rheir way out of
trouble with the Pirohn
A Juniors Augustine Nguyen, Clint Crow, Joshug
Koch gnd AJ. Smith ~ow rheir Tro10n pride ond '?iril
It rained throughout the second holf, but rhot did not
bother these fans. "IT WO!. all oil right: soid AJ

&on
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25 North Elm
Paris, AR 72855

Jim Kiefer - Owner

479-963-1530

Teacher Mrs Amondo
Moore rakes Loe Vu 11 I ),
Ryon Hsu (1 2 1, Hooming
Fan ( 12 ), Duva l Moore
(7). David Moo re ( l 0).
Buddha Moore (SJ,
Weitao Wo ng (1 1) to the
Fort Sm,th moll f°' Bladt
Fndoy shopping We,100
bought S2000 worth of
mokeup for his mother and
relot,ves

During the Thanksgiving Break,
W eitoo Wong (11 J and Ryon
Hsu {12) go to the barber shop for
o new look. Ryon hod never
sho.,,ed his head before "At first. I
regretted ii, but II was not bod.
especially since now I con wash
ond dry my hair wper lost."

Students Ryon Hsu (I 21, Bryon
Hsu ( 12), ond Hoaming Fon
( 12), who stayed on campus for
the Thon_ksgiving break, hqve
Thonl- pvma lunch with thl monks

..__. .·

...
.-~-~-.
;;r· , .

1 lmitoling Spanish teacher Mr. Don Goetz, Will Jamison I 11 J, with lake glasses and a beard, wins first
place in the Halloween costume contest.
2 . Sean Kiefer ! 11) dresses up os o character from Red Dead Redemplion 2~on•open•worl~ awboy game
thol came out late October 201 8 Sean said, "I just decided t<ppice it 41p ~ little Qi! dll_J..,~·('t>f-.(; ;;~el1;11on
mask an it."
I .Ill
I
3. Senior Da vid Heinrichs dresses upos o Mrnion ffOnJ the Disney movie • i,ispicabl~ b:!J:'; .-. _.·~
": :
4 Nearly 20 students compete for the best Hallowee(I costume. Stude,:ii~ o]i lWo dalldh tq en!enthe ...- • ; -,
contest The S20 top prize went to_Will Jo~i~ for his impel'!tOnotion of ~c,nib t~her,Mr: Do~
es,. w, f
Costumes were [udged an arig1nol1ty, creohv1ty, oppmprioteness, ~ cl Q~
tki~. •.
' , .J ·

~

i'-;·.· •

•

.;.~~ ,J· .._,t.. .

•••••

. ~ •·:
~
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479.963.2413
105 East Walnut

Ifs o Subi tradition that teachers serve the Christmas dinner
After the winter concert, where iazz bond, guitar, ond piano
clones showed their hardwork end progress, the srudents ate
chicken cordon bleu. Teachers brought drinks and food to the
rabies. Joshua Koch ( 1 l) soid, "I wish that Coach [Ken] StaYOII
could serve me the dinner because he would roost me. "
left Br. Jahn Poul Boyer serves Zoch Ve nable {10) and Drew
Mille r (8) deuerT

When Christmas is jusl around the
comer, Christmas trees start popping
up around the campus. In Mrs.
Andrea Moore's classroom, the
Christmas tree was mode of tomato
paste cons and macaroni boxes
These l ,382 pounds of ponllry items
were brought by the students for a
service learning project. The pre-AP
sophomore English class came up
with the idea of making a Christmas
tree by piling up the boxes. Loter, the
junior quiz bowl team added o star
and lights.

479.963.6436
500 East Wa lnut
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The days of Jonuory sometime seem long and
endless ond uneventful. But February came ond we
realized that so much hod happened in 1h01 first
month of the year
One of the featured events of January was o
presentation by the Cultural Awareness al Subiaco

Academy (CASA) Club. Members shored some of
the cuhures that make up the student body. One of
the favorite presentations was the performance of
three culturally significant dances of the Hispanic

people (nght photo).

A 1undoe tteot is 0!""10ys,
9reatly oppreooled no
mQTterthenttllOn The
Porl!'1ts Auoc cttor,
membeB sel'Y9d ltlese
lreots to ~t:.,del'ltl Ii~•

Seth Mortin

II ood

Hunter R:hinaheort

101

A ~uper blood moon eclip~ on Jon
21, 2019. broughtoutieverol
students ofter 10:30 pm. Jacob
Bristol ( 11 }. A.sir Shomsuddin
(10), Potrick Woldroup flO), Eric
Weller 1121. Jace Comeron I 12)
ond Ryon Hsu I 12). Hsu lord on hrs
bock to Take plcf\lres li~e the one
obov•

0
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Subiaco Federal
·. Credit Union

occosiono1 piles of Ice, that on closer
Inspection were ice flowers mode when
waler droplef; came Ufll lt-f st~~s of"1e
plants. on_? form89. irito thin ~ e·riff Ice !hot
rookf:dJ!ke peta/s. • ' . • • · "\ •

e

P.O. Box 84
Subiaco, AR

479-934-4201
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~~ E DAY in JANUARY, so the story began. An active shoote1 exercise incorporated the Logan County
~Jee of Emergency Monogemenl and local law enforcement and firs! responders. In the drill, three people.
tduding Mr. Don Goetz !r,econd from leh), were in the line of fire. The drill wos designed to give responder, practice
Ororeol even!

,,.:•· ,~...
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~OUK~Elf ...

Devon Forst ! 12) creo1ed this mobile
for o 3-0 sculpture pro1ect This
anignment had to include one moving
pan. Forst's pro1ect can stand alone or
hong from a wall. The rings and
copper wire con be arranged and give
the sculpture a different look

2. Zoch Venable ( 1O) paints a Halloween
ouignmenl Zoch nearly always hod o quick
response to assignments, according to art teacher
Mrs. Michelle O'Neol

CAWT ~OU TELL? IT IJ I ...
What do these self-portraits reveal obout o student's concept of himself?

Chandler Burroughs

1101

GET CREATIVE
What is your favorite art form?
Sketching, 11 is
the least limiting

for me. I ala love
the piano and

This surreal work was mode by
sophomore Leon Dong who !.toled
"The project was to make o sculpture
outof poperond to ~creohve a~, ,

11. The 1deo was to ma~e cf~ like
'YlopewUhco,_ .. • •
.•·~
• •

....

,,

~·

I love pottery
and molding
cloy!ince ii

feelsl1kel'm
creating

hove ployed it
for 13 years
-Oevyn
Subramoion
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somerhing
unique

,lone
Wotts(8)

131 South 1st St.
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Science

Drew Miller (8) odds ho! glue to the CD disk ro increose rhe friction berween
the wheels and rhe ground. Students hod to moximize the kinetic force
provided by the releosed mouse trop

Bloopers
Sometimes things just
don't go as planned
Boys and their science experiments.
They strike o match lo see if it will burn

and who con hold the match the longest.
They pull apart a watch or on old camera

to look at its guts, end maybe to see if they
con put it bock together. But surprises
happen. A little careless mistake con end
up a two-foot toll flame, and a few grams
more of chemical con burst bubbles all
over a table. You never know what will

happen next.
Some Subiaco students hove fond
memories of grade school experiments.

Andrew Chen j 12) remembers as a fifth
grader wonting to know what causes on

egg to explode in a microwave. •At first, I
thought the shell was the reason. So I
cooked it for o short time, peeled bock
some of the shell and finished cooking it in
the microwave. The egg looked good at
the end, but it exploded when l put it into
my mouth. I burned my lips so my lips
were like sausages for the next two weeks.
Loter, I learned that the gos formed
between the membrane of the egg white
and yolk, not the shell.•
Lob accidents rarely happen in the
school lob, according to the biology
teacher Mr. Jared Schlutermon. •The only
lob accidents we hod were students
breaking the gloss lobwore. There wasn't
anything like o snake escape and the
entire doss tried to find it.•
Not this year anyway

In 8th grade science class, Logan Hess and
Lone Watts build a mouse trap race cor
using hot glue ond CD disks. Alt cars were
powered by a mouse trap. Stodenb learned
Newton's low of motion through the race.

Asir Shomsuddin {JO), Zachary Venable (10), Austin Bowman (10}, Jacob Koy (10),
and Leon Dang ( 11) use a robolic kit to build o bottle bot for a proiect in the Applied Science
class. The doss was separated into rwo teams. Shomsuddin said, "The funnest port of the
project was to see the robots fight• even though we lost a l the end.•

~?Ha de

mm
"GOD IS ABLE "

Paua,A~
1-800-814-8660

field

1. For leh: Bloke Zimmer ( l O) takes to the desk top to reod cloud Julius Caesar to

TRIP

~~t;~i:•s:!~~~ :~~:d•~:~~:y;:_~he dramatic effect of Julius Caesar, and Mork
2. Subiaco Academy held o spelling bee for Grades 7 ond 8 on Friday, Dec. 7. The
winners •Doniel Wu, 1st; Matthew Mayeux, 2nd; and Drew Creeek, 3rdadvanced to the county-level bee in January.
3. The oral communications classes, led by Fr. Cassion Elkins, spawned into o debate
dub which met most Tuesdoys. The mission of the dub, according to member Jacob
Bristol, is to challenge studen!s in their use of rhetoric ond develop as critical thinkers.

Students in Cooch Steven Moore 1s
World Wa r II d oss visited New
O rl eans in December to tour the

For me reeding is on escape ond allows
me to enjoy and imagine other things.
Typicolly I find o series l really enjoy and
begin to reod nonstop, as such I end up
sleeping less, waking up early to read as
well os gelling distracted in common
tasks because I try to complete them
while reading. I prefer fiction and
anything in that field I om willing to recd
but I olso enjoy history ond science
relo!ed books.
• Dylan Peters (12)

I

a LOVE of READING
"The omount of books t read varies,
usually depending on what books I
om reading and whet my homework

~~;~~:~s

"They hod a full B-17 Aying fortress

;h:

0

i1i=~~r~:r1:~
:s:ri°m
either find on my own, or my brother
RD recommends to me. I like fantasy
ond will pick up biographies, wor
stories or theology books every now
and then. My pastor Fr. John K.
Antony's books are preferred books
of mine - os well os Lorry Bird ond
Magic Johnson's autobiographies."
· Matthew Weidman (11 J

hanging from the ceiling and you could
go up on elevator to look at the plane

from above There were oho real
W\Vll uniforms from every branch in
the US military There was also a very
interuting • 4D movie• which involved
vibrating choirs, about 5 or 6 different

TV Kteens. a projector, and more. I
think everyone who went on the trip
hod a great time. and we were able to
use information gathered at the
museum to help us with our final

project for the class •
• Goge l ee( 12 )

the power
of the
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right WORD

I pull from the relorionships l've hod in the post
when writing poetry I opprooch ii with o
person in mind,
specifically how thot
person mode me feel.
My 9001 is to perfec~y
cophJreour
relotionshipin one
movement. Eoch
phrase needs to serve
o purpose in the
poem; eoch word
needs to resonate with
the feeling the poem
evokes. These details
ore likethefobricto
my story's tapestry.
Andrew Bui {IO)

Over and OVER
One student shares his tale
of a recurring dream .
For on entire week when he wos obou!
11 years old, Comarion Reino, o seventh
grader from For! Smith, hod 1he some
dream. Perhaps the dream wos inspired by
his interest in superhero movies, or books on
mythology, or the Percy Jock.son series of
books. Or oil of the above,
In his dream, he come out of o Wal Mori
store and ww burning buildings - gos
stations and houses ond other buildings.
lns!inctuolly he ran and jumped, higher thon
lhe buildings, 50 feet or more into the air.
He ran on end tripped over asphalt ripped

When I write on essay, l try lo u~ professional words
thot explain my intended meaning ond ore simple
enough for common
people lo understand. I
usuo11yreviseeoch
sentence in my essoy ot
least lwice. This makes
me confident 1hot I
moke oil my points
clear to my readers. 1
don't use o specific
slylein my writing. I just
make sure my writing is
well revised and of
high quality
Timmy Constantino
(12)

lrorn the ground.

In Behind him there wos smoke, lots of smoke, and a pair of red glaring eyes in
e smoke, big eyes, eyes high above him.
And there, almost lost in the smoke, wos o pair of wings. This shadow of
'wings awakened him.
The dream • and the red eye,s. did not scare him, he said, for there was comfort
0
nd i.ofely in knowing that he too hod powers

Forty-five students responded about their favorite
type of book.

29%

Adventure
reading guru
The English
deportment hopes to
encourage leisure
reeding among the
student body. We're
working towards
having oU students
keep novels with them
while a t school.
• Br, Rabon Heyer

18%

Comedy

8%
8%

BKOTIIEK~ IM BAMI)
I. Students Robe rto Que:todo {121, Jonathan
Reed {10l, Sean Kiefer {11l, Tony Costillo
( 10), Adam Donaldson (9), Nevin Furr (8}

perform for rhe Christmas concert. Reed's skill on
the dums improved immensely since he started
ploying lost year, according to jozz bond
director Mr Roy Goet:t.
2. Senior David Heinrichs (lefl) was initially a
w,i;ophone player for the ensemble bur then
moved to the base alongside his friend and
fellow senior Ethan Mortinez. {right)
3. Jou bond director Mr.Roy Goetz claimed
Devyn Subramanian {101 hos hod o big impact
on the bond. A first-yeormon, Devyn joined the
ensemble this year bringing his quality trumpet
skillswithhim
4 Kyo Schlutermon ( 10) and Weitao Wong
( 11) provide so,i;ophone skilk We1roo said, '"The
bond hos been a great way to integrate myself
into the school."

etz. Di on Romiey ( 12), Diego Zorole ( 10), Erhon

TOP ormt WAKTa
What is your fa v orite
type of music?

The Subiaco Jozz Ensemble led by director Roy Goetz has been o port of Subiaco for the past seventeen
years. Mr. Goetz claims this year's bond hos been one of the greatest due lo the obundonce of skilled soloists

"5wdern~

including Dillon Ramsey I 12) on the keyboard, Hooming Fon ( 12) on the saxophone, Dodge Mendenholl I 12 )
on the guitar, Devyn Subromonion 11 OJ on the trumpet, and Jonathon Reed Il 1} on drums.
Mr.Goetz placed high value on soloists. •Jazz is oboul improvisation. Soloists make performances more
interesting for the audience.~ This year's audiences included people at The University of Tulsa, Little Rock,
Fayetteville, Fort Smith, and Memphis. The number of live performances exceeded twenty.
Due to personal circumstances Mr. Goetz was absent numerous times through the year, but the bond
continued to rehearse end improve even when he wasn't there, showing just how dedicated every player was
to the group end his instrument.

Paris Ford

Paris, Arkansas
1-479-936-3051

Rap Music 35%
Country Music 35%

•

Rock Music 20%
Clouicol Music 10%

1. Doniel Wu (7), Vince
Dong {8), Logan Hess [8),
Tonne r Komp (8), and
Korbin Howkins (8}
discuss sll'otegy during o
junior VEX Robotics
meeting

Build it, Test it, Tear it
Repeat

2 Buddha Moore 181
assemble$ o robot during
TA The junior robotic$
teem won second piece in
the liti!e Rock roumoment

One of the newest clubs on campus this year was the robotics club
With its very own room to meet in, the team gathered twice o
Week at least to build, to tear apart and ta ploy.
The team built four models or prototypes. The first one
was a practice bot with a clow. The robots featured six
motors: four lo drive the base, one for the arm

lih,

and one for the clow.
Bro eden Hess ( 11) tested out the first prototype
11

that the robotics team built, the 1'clawbot. Hess soi
"The first prototype was basically useless in terms of who
were trying to accomplish. It needed lo flip discs and shoot flogs
but it could do neither.11
Then they built o second version for their first competition.

LIWTBULB M0MOffa

Each version contained modifications and basically become very
Inventions and technolog y breakt hroughs
have d ra m ati cally changed the world .

different bots.
HWe did not finish oll of them because we did not hove
lirne. We hod lo build the base, tear it apart and rebuild,''

Johnny Bui {1 1)
"Vaccines, because, without them,
we wouldn't be able to curb o lot of
prominent epidemics. For example,
Edward Jenner invented the
$mollpox vaccine and saved
million$ of lives from then on.•

said Xiaofeng Ding ( 11 ). "We were unp
Although the team wasn't in o good
started, students learned o lot along the
the official robot driver, said , "What w

David Heinrich$ 112)
•rhe most importonl invention In
human history is the use of onliseptio
in surgery Without antiseptics. the
success rotes of any kind of surgery
would be drastically lower •

In the first tournament, the robot s I

Adams Backhoe
Service Inc.
P.O. Box501
1◄79-NS-7155

41N51-7111

din o year. We
ever thought of.~

Were inverted, ond Doniel needed t
hi
ad. He recalled, nYeoh , ii wo
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tournament was more than what we le
creative solutions from other robots th
1

Jacob Friemel ( 1 I)
•rhe invention of the first telephone
because you could talk to someone al
rhot moment without sending o !etier
and waiting for o response and you
didn't hove 10 use Morse code either.•

Subiaco robotics team successfully qualified for final matches at the
VEX Vicrory in the Volley tournament ot Russellville ofter six games of
qualifying matches. In this section alliances were formed to modify
the robots before the final match started.

red ."
e when competitions
. Doniel Hounert I11 ),
rned in ten minutes in the

heels and right
erse the m
otic, but at

sqw

OH, BROTHER, where art thou?
There ore 13 pairs of brothers on campus. Match the elder brother in
Group 1 lo his brother, or in the Moore's case to the other two
brothers, in the Group 2 pictures

There ore Ions of ways to express

"lau.l.o.t u

personality. Maybe it's in o hair style.

lfll"'S"°IID(J"'

,n9,.,.,puv·1

Wearing it long for o mole might show more
Aoir and ability to change while the trimmed,

•""'W""IPP"8'1

above-the-ear haircut shows value in a sense
of order and neatness.
Another way is, of course, through
clothes. There is lots of variety there. well,
al least ofter the school day. Take Dod ge
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Mendenholl I12) , for example. He hos o
definite style. Clothes ore important to him

and he prefers the trendy, top-of-the-line
styles.

And what about during the school day
when students are in o dress code? Is there
no way then to show personality? A few

ways might be in socks, shoes, backpacks,
stickers, ornaments on backpacks.
Socks ore o fun way of expression, from
the typical Nike or Adidas athletic-inspired
socks to the brightly colored socks or
cartoon character socks worn by folks like
Jacob Kay or Moc Dilley or Dr. David
Wright.

A trip through the student parking lot
revealed some rather interesting signs of o
driver1s interests.
Three or four vehicles showed a love for
the stole Aagship university, the University of
Arkansas. And then there in the bock of the
parking lot was o Seattle Sonics plate.
These little ways show much about our
personality and our allegiances and our
hopes for the future.

The Natural State
12
The license plo!e or the front bumper con speak of a person'!. chorocler or intere1,ts. 1. Som Keyton ( 12) ond his family
operate a boil bonds business and a winch comes in handy 2. Arkansos fans are in evidence in the parking lot. 3. A Droke
waterfowl logo adorns Austin Bowman's vehicle ond reAects his love of oil things hunting .4 Mr. David Thompson comes to

We
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Nick Toyn. o lenth grader,
101es a boclr.pack feo1vnng
cartoon characters He so1d, •1
wonted to hove o fvnky Fresh
bog that hod K>m• of my
fovor,1e late 90s shows on ,t •

Orthodontics

1-479-963-3086
15 West Ma in Street
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Another backpack rhol helped
lo creole a perwno wo, ffle
backpack of David Menjivar
l 10) Drogonboll Z is a
Joponese an,rne 1elev1sion
Mtnes.

Junior Sean K.efer love1 to
doodle on tests, on worksheets,
in h,s tablet Sean soid, "lh whet
I do I've done ,t since first grade
when I drew shck figures.*
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It is of course the people or the characters that really stand out
in any story. And so it is here at Subiaco Academy, a school
full of characters, people with stories to tell, people with
varying backgrounds, people ready to share their stories.

Devon Forst

Thomas Bou rge ois

Junio r Adjei

Ju..(l,or Ad.Jti

My greatest asset: not my legs

Greatest accomplishment; winning field Doy
everyyeor

My worst conflict: ioke with Steve.

My foyorite place to get away is my comp.
One sacrifice I would not be willing to make, even if it meant solving all of the
world's problems is my second amendment right

Greatest challenge os o senior- getting into college

My greatest strength: believing

hat's the most challenging ta sk as o
ior? SAT Test

Three words to describe me: lazy, humble,
thankful

l still believe in God

Three Words to describe myself: happy, lazy, gamer

My wont conflict Thomos Myers

My greatest strength: listen to people

I would not be willing to give up NetAix

I woke up in the mornings thinking about Trump winning 2020.

My favorite food: fried rice

Greatest accomplishment winning Field Doy three yeor.; in o row

I still wont to go sky diving

Describe your greatest accomplishment: working in o bank

My favorite place to get away is the bottomi;.

1still believe I could be o video maker

One sacrifice I would not be willing to make, even if it meant solving all of the
world ' s problems: my dog

My dream for the world of tomorrow: o world with no terror or violence

2

My favorite place to get owoy: my room

1 9
Andrew Che n

Joce Ca meron

What is the most challenging task as o
senior? To realize you hove to fit everything
!college opplicohon, grodes, sports, etc) in to o
short period ol time

My dream for the future : The world will increose
in poS1hve vibe Rows ond toke every doy os o gift
from God
My most challenging task os o senior is
balancing my classes My cloues require lots of hard won, 50 I musr stay on the
them
in
excel
to
boll and continue
My greatest accomplishme nt while being at Subiaco: eiccelling in my classes
I still believe Moriah Corey

Mortin Gbe mudu

What is the most challenging ta sk os o
senior? My most challenging task os o senior is
getting wme of the underclassmen to cheer ot
football games.

Fovorrle food? Anything that is not powdered
eggs, because I just can't like them ofter I hove eoten o reol egg

What's usually the first thought in your head when you woke up in the
ltlorning? I'm thinking ol whot test I hove tho! doy

I still believe !hot rhe Americon dreom still exists

'What dreams do you hove for the world of tomorrow? I dream for the world to
become o better place

My worst conflict: choosing between Cheelos or 0orilos

David He inrichs

What is the most challenging task os o
senior? Tronsllioning from being o boorder to
o day student.
Three words to describe myself: lazy

My favorite food is chicken of/redo because I love 1he white 50uce

My greatest strength: honesty
One outrageous thing I desperately wont to try: become a country music
Singer

Three words to describe me: fost, kind, and srudious
Favorite fictional character: Borney fife because he thinks he knows everything but
he's reolly shJpid His reactions to the teosing from his friend Andy ore hilarious
I still believe that most people ore good
The hardest port of being a senior: Keeping up with my classes and college
opplicohons while olw attempting to be involved in school octivi1,es.
My favorite place to go is onywhere where there ore high mountains and fresh air.
I hope that the world will grow in love ond peace in the future If we con oll gel
olong. we will moke thousands of discoveries that will greor improve life for mankind
Favorite food Pizzo because il's sousealicious, unlike McDonald's.

Hooming Fon ( 12), from Chino, hos done lots of traveling around the states in
his four yeors os a student ot Subiaco Academy. Since traveling home lo Chino
proves difficult for short or even week-long breoks, he hos token trips around the
Stoles insteod.
His first trip to Subiaco was as a ninth groder, lroveling from Los Angeles where
II
his dad was working. This first trip was superbod. I come all by myself.''
Since then he hos been to Los Angeles twice, Son Francisco twice and to Boston
and Los Vegas and New York City. He typically traveled with fellow students.
"I don't drive. We hired a driver in NYC and every morning he picked us up."
The cost wos shored between three students so it was not bod, he said.
ln Los Angeles, another student rented o car and did the driving. And they
hove used Uber too. "But it's expensive."

rravelif lg
UNITElr

Gage lee

Luke Hertlein

~~

My worst conRict: joke with Steve.

Three words to de.scribe me: I know everything

The most thollenging task os o senior is
applying to colleges and trying to kee p my
grades up a l the some time .

My greatest asset as a person: J om olwoys
polite and respectful.

The most challenging task as a senior: SAT

The most challenging tosk os o senior is
staying owoke

..--.;::i.::;:;...-

. - ~ I really really wont to jump off o cliff.

Three words to describe me: ambitious,
observant, responsible

My favorite food: chicken wings

My greotest strength: everything

Three words to deKribe myself: happy, lazy, gamer

First thought in the morning: why?

My greatest strength: listen to people

Most outrageous thing I still wont to do: drink 24 R:edbults in one sitting

I still believe 1could be o video maker

My worst conflict: l st11.1gg!e with getting up in the morning.

I would never sacrifice my family ond friends.

Favorite Food: chicken

Favorite fictional choroder: Horry Potter, because he can use magic power.

My favorite place to get away: my bed

My morning thought: Go back to sleep.

My greatest accomplishment: Learning to ploy guita r

M.y greatest accomplishment: 4th place in district tennis os a junior

One outrageous thing I'd like to try: skydiving
My favorite food: Pizzo R:olls. They are easy to make, quick, and taste delicious.
And olsosushi.

2 0

1 9
Ethan Martinez

Elvis Jan ga

Three words to describe myself:
kind, clever, somehow arhletic

,..

The most challenging task as a senior: SAT

Greatest accomplishment: becoming on Eagle Scout

My worst conflict: Didn't take any AP classes.
My greatest strength: I con focus on one rhing • if I really like it

My most challenging task a s a senior: college application

I still believe I'll be 6'3" in onorher life.

My greatest accomplishment: I wrote my own computer program

I still believe rhat I'm going to be successful.

My favorite place to get away: my couch as l binge watch anything on Hulu or
Nelflix.

I still believe I om a child

My greatest accomplishment: finding myself

My favorite place to get away: my own room In my home in Taiwan

My favorite place to get away is the basketball court.

Dodge Mendenhall

The most challenging task os o senior is
staying focused. College is right around the
corner, which opens new go!ewoys and
opportunities in the lives of everyone rhot
attends. However, the fact that college is so
soon distracts me from the fact that I'm still in
high ,chool, and l still have o lot of work to
do before I graduate.
Three words lo describe myself: pos.sionote, energetic, and contagious

My dream far the world of tomorrow is lo one day be able to woke up ond
not worry oboul any hate tha t is in our world today.

My greatest accomplishments: I hove two. #1 would be toking the time to learn
how lo produce music. It's a great deal of fun, and ii pub change in my pockets. My
second greatest accomplishment would be learning how to ploy rhe guitar, and tha t's
just because the girls really like it.

My favorite food : I like rhe food I make because it's delicious. I like Slinky tofu

Three words to describe me: blind, deaf, a nd aware
Most challenging port of being a senior: Talking to Mrs. Cooper
Dreams far the future : I wont ii to be like people rhought rhe future would be like in
rhe 50s & 60.s. You know, everything is rhe some but cars con Ay or something.
I still believe Apple.
My favorite food : a good steak, preferably a bone-in file! topped wirh lobster
because it is delicious.
My greatest strength is your weakness
My favorite ploce to get away is in David's thoughb.

Coming to AMERICA
An island boy, Elvis Janga I 12) from Curacao hod few adjustments lo
make in coming to Arkansa s as a sophomore. The sponsor of a sports
program in Curacao, who happened to be a graduate of Subia co,
suggested Subiaco as on option for Elvis, who was one of the players 1
,·
that the progr~m w~uld help pla ce in an American school. "He noticed,! ~·
•
could ploy a little 611.n
One surprise awaiting Elvis was that first haircut os o student. H~ hod ta.
lose his long hair. NII definite ly felt like losing my identity. But since the1e is·.:,. . . :
:·· \.: .' •~ " ·
nobody to impress, it doesn 't matter anymore."
11
The places, he soys, "ore really not that different. There is Jil.:lose ~ ~;-~ · • •
that is found in rural areas. Elvis definitely found his place at Subia, o. • · • •
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My greatest challenge as o senior: coming
to school every day and not giving up

Three words lo describe yourself: agile,
mobile, and hostile

My greatest accomplishment: completing si:i1
years at Subiaco Academy

My greatest asset: A good memory. When l
see something, I remember on e:i1oct picture
like when something is oul of place in my room.

My greatest strength: I fi:i1 lhings

Haeven Patterson

Isaa c O sborn

Jackson Morira

Ethan Miller

Describe your greatest accomplishment:

Three traits: I don't procrastinate, I toke initiative,
The footbo11 legocy I built.

l still believe On Santo

My greatest accomplishment: Getting my drivers' license It took me like eight
no, I con'! do thot
tries. Thot porotlel parking

My favorite place to get owoy is anywhere w11h lhe boys

Most challenging task as o senior: passing AP physics

One outrageous thing I desperately wont to try: skydiv,ng withoUI o porochute

One outrageous thing I want to do: sky dive

One outrageous thing I wont to do: go spelunking

My dream for the world of tomorrow: flying cars

My favorite place to get away: Al home in Minnesota there ore lots of lakes Big
lake is really o small lake and no one goes there. I like to sit on the dock and chill

My favorite escape: my sk.oteboord

ool

Favorite fictional character: Harry PoHer

and I om self-assured.
Most challenging task as o senior. lelling the underclassmen how they should
behove

I still believe we won field day.
The one sacrifice I would not be willing to make, even if it meant solving all of
the world's problems. I would never sacrifice my Second Amendment.

2 0

J 9
Dylan Pete rs

Lin h Nguyen

Thomas Myers

Roberto Que za da
f;-..1.A.-ELl(d~

-~.M'~

'i<skrto

What is the most challenging task as o
senior? growing up

Three words to describe yourself: friendly,
fun, love to travel

My greatest strength: everything

I still believe in one God and that God has

My greatest accomplishment: Groduohng
The first thought in my head when I woke up in the morning: Is today Saturdoyi
Because Saturday is for the boys

Three words to describe me: sarcastic,
resourceful, motivated
The first thought in my head when I wake up in the morning: Praying to the lord
for a new day

The most challenging task as a senior: college essoys and applicohons
The one sacrifice I would not be willing to make, even if it meant solving all of
the world' s problems: Deleting all of Konye's music
One outrageous thing I desperately wont to try: bungee jumping or something
like that
The first thought in my head when I wake up in the morning: GM fellas let us
get this bread

.. :~;'.';;~ ...-·, .
w

•'

My favorite food: chicken and rice, because i~s healthy

My most challenging task as o senior is
finding the lime to manage my sleep schedule
My worst conflict: trying to fit inlo the
20] 7.2018 soccer jerseys.
Three words to describe myself: tired, fun, sleepy

My favorite place to get away: Camp Nou Stadium

My dreams for the world of tomorrow: My dream is no war and the world will be
peaceful. Everyone is Catholic

'

My most challenging tosk as o senior is
keeping up with harder classes while still
participating in Subiaco events

My greatest strength: resourcefulness

I still believe jazz should get more than five dollars for meek

1st
ill believe that Subiaco con be great again

My greatest strength: moth, because it's nol English.

The first thought in my head when I woke up in the morning: It's too early.

My greatest accomplishment: making it a ll through high school without falling
asleep in odoss.

a new 11FE at SUBI
Evon Redmond l 12) come to Subiaco when he wos in the eighth grade with his
older brother, who hod a lready studied in Subiaco for o yeor. His brother's dismissal,
however, forced Evon to leave his comfort zone and to make new friends.
He odmits he mode some mistakes. "1 got into some bod habits, oding like.o
• •, •
_
hooligan ond trying to be doss clown."
.• '
From sophomore to junior year was o turning po int for Evon . " AU th_~ p thef years~ ·
"~ ·
'
good
s~?liething'
dq
well
as
I really didn 't wont lo be here, but then I decided l might
•
•
:~\"
~
·
_
.~
•
,
he)'_t~"
being
me
of
fact
the
change
lo
ing
th
no
was
with it. .. since there
Evon started showing respect to his teachers. Soo n he found his /ltioc¥f~ dflQ peets •
.,. ,
change their ottitude toward him, and his grodes steadily rose. In his 1ost:.e~r cu
•
o junior, Evon eorned o 4 .0 GPA, the highest grade Evon hod ever recei~~·J. : ·-. ~ ,

,
•

~I

Jam es Ta ylo r

Dill on Ram sey

Jordan Ra inwa ter

j-11What is the most challenging task os a senior?
Balancing my classes. They require lots of hard
wort 10 I musl stoy on the boll and continue to
excel in them.

Three w ords to describe me: so very 10rcos1ic

Greatest challenge as a senior: To balance
my routine between my study time, sports and
sleep time

Three words to describe me: dope, sleepy,

I still believe we would hove won Field Doy our
junior year Tho! would hove been three in a row
Favorite fictional character. Alticus Finch. The educolionol systems mode me reod
Ta Kill a Mod:mgb,rd four different times
My favorite pla ce ta get oway: riding my dirtbike, o Hondo 450R

My greatest stre ngth: honesty

1st
ill believe that Andrew ond l could hove won the district tennis doubles tournament.

My greatest accomplishment: Being ot Subiaco ond excelling in my clones
One outrageous thing I want to try: become a country singer

My favorite food : Super Sonic double bacon cheeseburger with large chili cheese
fries

My faith is one thing I will never give up. It is 1he mosl importont thing in my life
God put- to find the ones worthy of hi$ mercy ond goodneu.

My greatest strength: my ability to be a comfortable speaker

I still believe that people ore not os stupid os they oct; they iust wont attention.
I wont to go on on African sofori and see ond feel the animals of the wild.

M.y greatest strength is family and friends.

I will never intentionally horm my mother for ony reason in the world

I Wont to explore the world, see countries because I love to see new people,

My favorite place to get awoy: my own head. I love being mentally colm.

1

My favorite place to get away: dnving my car

Three words to describe me: loyal, athletic,
reserved

Four words to describe me: wise, self.
disciplined, optimistic, calm

~?erience the beauty, food ond people of different region$

~'.k~ Pokisloni food the most mainly because ir's my traditionol food ond it's_ the type of
eot Pok1stoni food.
'UCCI I've eoten most so I om used to its tosle. I don't feel full unless I

My favorite food: Steak. You just con'! go wrong with o nice steak.

Mish a Rzhan itsa

Evan Redmond

Allen Tayn

Most challenging task as o senior. trying to
live life weU while making as many memories
as I con.

The most challenging ta sk as a senior is
trying lo oct like o senior
My greatest strength: I con sleep for 18 hours
olo time

My worst conflict: The constant slf\Jggle of
getting out of rhe bed
My greatest strengths: I'm o good listener. I'm responsible, ond I'm a team ployer

One sacrifice I would not be willing to make, even if it meant solving all of the
world' s problems: I won't give up on my family even if It kills me

My favorite place to get awa y: l like to go sit in rhe woods alone For hours. I built o
/irtle grand line on our land that I go lo when l need time alone

One outrageous thing I want to try before I die: Be resurrected

One outrageous thing I want to try before I die: skydiving WOl.lld be my # I thing
to do before I die

The first thought in my head when I wake up in the morning: God, why?

patience
I could not give up ploying my guitar.
One sacrifice I would hate to make is fruit jukes.
I still believe my parents love me.
Creotest conflict: waking up in the morning
~~Vorife fictional characters: every show on PBS Kids because they taught me the

One outrageous thing I wont to do is to jump out of on oirplone.

""""

Favorite fictional chorocter: Austin Powers. He's funny.

M.y favorite food: Nyoma Chomo Grilled meot is the best.

My favorite place to get away: the woods or the mountains
My favorite food : any kind of barbecue. I om from Alobomo.

Studenl
The most challenging task as o senior. Boloncing academics, college opplicotions and
Council responsibilities and free time
Three words to describe me: hord working, friendly, adventurous
My greatest strength: perseverance

Paul
Seiter

k,,,,...Ji I! J:,./4
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My greatest accomplishment: Overcoming my feor of public speaking ond becoming more
outgoing
One outrageous thing I wont to try: Circumnavigate the world in o sailboat
My favorite ploce to get owoy: my house in the woods ot Loke Ouachita
My favorite food : Freshly cough! fish because ii reminds me of being ot the beoch.
Favorite fictional character: Indiana Jones He inspired my interest in cultures and geography.

Th e ping pong tables hove been getting a steady workout for the lost two years
as current seniors Jackson Moriro and Maez Sohail hove been bottling ii ou t for
bragging rights as unofficial school champions of ping pong. Both you ng men
were new students lost year and developed o friendship around those tables. ,
, ._ : ·'..;
Sohoil seems lo be winning the title: he is the man to beat. •They beat mP. orfc,e
•
"'
in o blue moon," said Maez, grinning.
•
They ploy mostly at lunch time and during TA, less seldom after the evc~ing
·.·\ •·.
meal. Once o player wins, he stays on the table until he is defeated. Morirc it
· •,,; "'·
·•··
often.
table
TA
the
run
hos
Sohail
quick lo admit that
: ••
Less experienced players, he notes, ntry lo hit [the table] anywhere. tJacksJi :•-~
• · • •
,
and I try to hit weak points. "

•...

-f / ~t. ,.
., ,~ . ,r
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The most e:,;citi ng moment in the Spirit Week
defini!ely belong to the tug of wa r. In this
event each doss con'I wail to see who is the
champion in the school. This year's seniors,
Jomes Taylor, Mortin Gbemudu, Thomas
Myers, Elvis Jongo, lsooc Osbom form an
unstoppable team. Senior d oss won fir!.I place
in the tug of wa r,

Three words to describe me: funny, smon, loyol
My greatest strength as a person: be,ng able 10
reo!ize when others need help
I still believe rho! God hos greol things planned
for my life even ,f I can't see them yet
Favorite Fictional chorader: Spider Mon because he is basically on ordinary
teflnoger w,th fontostic power
My dreom for tomorrow: find o perfect partner to marry and to live o pure and
prosperous life
My favorite place to get owoy is MiMe$Olo
One outrageous thing I wont to do: sky diving

rriple
rHREAr
Closs Officers: John Wingfield,
representa tive; Luke Hertlein, represen tative;
Jackso n O'Neol, president; Allen Toyn, vice
president,

One of two seniors from
Alabama, Kit Turner Feels
fortunate to hove f,1 in so
well at Sub,oco. He and
Allen Toyn come at the
beginning of second
semester in their ninth grade year. •1 like Subi
After tho!. ii was easy."
Leaving Alabama meant leaving behind two .1.isters, bath of whom were barn
before him, "like maybe two minutes older." As o triplet, he says that !hey ore "pretty
close • Bemg the odd guy out, though, he said he is not os tight knit os the two
.1.isten. A!. rhe one boy, he d,d not have to shore as much as they did, ofter oll. he
did hove his own room bock a t home
He seems to hove had more trouble adjusl1ng 10 being leh handed. He figures
he is definitely in !he minority os !here ore about rwo others in the class thol ore
lehhonded "So many things ore built for righ1ies"
He hod to pay more for o leh handed guitar; school desk!. ore not designed /or
lefties; o leftie hos to contend with the spiral wire of most wriling tablets. The$8 ore
only a few of the odjus1menl.1, that o soulhpow like Kit hos hod to deal with

John Wingfield
Though the pavilion built around the water oak tree in front of Main Building is new,
the camaraderie shored in this spot hos been a con~anl through the years
Roberto Quezada said his favorite lime of the year lo .1,11 in this spat is September;
the temperohJres ore cooler and the leaves start to change

Three words lo describe me: derermined. willy,
exhou!.led

Top lefl: In Subiaco Academy, a strong
friendship is one of the valuable treasures.
Isaac Osborn f 12) a nd Joce Cameron I 12)
chat a fter waler balloon figh ts. The y hove
been friends since they firsl mer in Subiaco
Many days were spent skateboarding a nd
practicing tricks.

My greatest accomplishment: I once ate o quadruple bacon burger

I still believe ... people eat sp,der:s in their sleep
One outrageous thing I wont lo do: .1,0w off o ~mb

M y favorite food: burgers becou.1.e they ore American

Above: Seniors li ne up before the ri ng
ceremony. Senior:s help each other tying
the tie and fixing the colla r, making sure
they look perfect lar this big moment in
front of the ir family.

My favorite place to get owoy: my bed

One outrogeous thing I want lo try:

Ry around the moon ond bock

Most challenging task of being a senior: being looked up to by younger kids

Left No one con deny the
strong bond among these
seniors: Luke Hertlein, Devon
Forst, Thomas Myers and
Gage lee They hove been
togethe r a s classma tes since the
ninth grade

I still believe socialism does not work
My dream for tomorrow: bet1er technology
My worst conflid the internet nol working when I om trying to do work on my
lwmework
My favorite place lo get owoy: the middle of the ocean where there is no land in sight
One tt'ling I will never give up: letting the government toke my guns
Favorite food moc and chee$8 • it's jusl good

I fellow seniors and tennis
playe rs Ethan Yost and
Ryon Hsu wait. A broke n
elbow sidelined Yost fro m
finishing oul the renms season.
2. Sitting and wailing seems
to be the theme of PichJre
Day for Linh Nguyen and
Brion Hsu.
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lsooc Borr
Jocob Brislol
Brondyn Brooks
Johnny Bui
Clin!Crow
EJ Deloney
Moc Dilley
Xioofeng Ding
Joson Do
Hoyden Frederick
Jocob Frieme!
Doniel Hounert
Broeden He55
WillJ. Jomison

Seon Kiefer
Joshuo Koch
Joshuo Mologon
Seth Mortin
Connor Miller
Augusline Nguyen
Michoel Nguyen

Doniel Hounert, fer leh enjoys the fun rl-iat his fellow d ossmates hove• even if he does nol participate He is identified by his own clossmotes os o "smorty" and by himself os a
"nerd • His favorite teacher was Mr. 11:ondy Terry, who taught odvollCed chemistry "I feel 1leorned more from his doss about chemistry ond obout stuudying A hord teacher with o
sense of humor
the most fu n d on I ever hod."

life CHANGES

The junior yeor hos proven to be o
yeor of growth ond more demands

e~

c-

o~

ta::

superlatives

A..J. Smith "1 con dove

Michoel Nguyen "lost
year ol my old school I
wos o very loud student
Th1\ yeor I om quiet

Jacob Friemel 'I feel like
I've become o better
Wdent since lost year

Matthew Whittle "Life 1s
more comfortable

Isaac Borr
I'm having
to w, )rk harder

EJ. Deloney "I've left mos!
of my athletics for orl-ier
things

A leader is someone who puts olhers before themselves I om o leader becouse I'm
oble to reoch the whole doss ond voice their concerns in o professional manner.
-Johnny Bui
A !eoder is chorocterized os someone who con 5tond up to challenges tho! ore risky.
I om o leader because I do not feor what the future hos lo bring
-M,choel Tron

0 La.I
a.o

A leader is perceived os gollont ond gracious; however, o leader doesn'I need to be
greo! as a person he iust hos to moke the people he leads great. What mokes me a
leader is my determinolion to moke Subiaco greet, and my desire to be o brother lo
my peers
- Wi//Jomison

Q)

A leader is someone who is oble to be there for you, someone who leads you. I om
o leader because I'm able to tolk lo everyone in my doss unifying their voice
• Augustine Nguyen

E La.I
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President, Johnny Bui; Vice presidenl, Augushne Nguyen;
Representative, Michael Tran; Representative, Will Jamison

Evan ,n the eccentrrc 1umor doss tnere ore woys some slick out more than others

Class Friend
Jacob Bristol

Best Fisherman
Michael Tran

..·-.·-~.

· Moo{ like ly I~became
•;

·~ mobster

' Wew:,o Wang

Mason Schlutermon
Alex "Al" Smith
Ethan Strobel
Jeremiah Taylor
Michael Tron

SENIOR-LEVEL SPIRIT
Straight from Juniors
♦

The junior chant ot pep

rallies soys
~2-0-2-0 Our Trojan pride

iscleor;
2-0-2.Q Trojons never
fear.•

2. Mason Schluterman (11) loves the dress
down days and special events, like the All
Saints feast day. His favorite Spirit Week
day was twin day when he and fellow junior
Joshua Koch dressed os Men in Black.

America Reads . .. Juniors share their favorite books.
Connor

Fronkenstem is o dork story of dork
Kience and ploying God The

Phillips

The Hatchet

was my favorite

book due lo all the survival

something tho! makes you think

that he U'4tS to wrvive
When I was on active Boy Scout,

•Con it happen?- Fronkensle,n
ffloWl who! man creoles con come

was accurate. It was also easy

IOChCS

idea of reanimating the dead is

this intrigued me because oil of ii

bock to haunt h,m. The boolt
teaches that there ore iome things
that man was never meant ro

The book Search and Destroy is

know

about o war going on. It sort of
inspired me to go in the Army I
was already kind of wonting to

go in the Army. but rhis book

to read. This book actually mode
me wanl lo read, which was the
first in a Jang lime. There have
been a few other books similar to
it and I really en1oyed how the
outhorswrale
theseboaks

helped me make up my mind

Seth
Martin

3 Juniors Jonathon Reed and Jeremiah
Taylor had no plans when they woke up for
Tuesday's l'-Nin day, bul they quickly decided
to dress "like we do in Little Rock.•

Daniel Haunert

Josh
Malagon

I appreciated that the series A
Series al Unfortunole Events, while
ii could be reod by fifth groders,
did not pander ta the young
audience. The author was
exlremely creative in his writing
He incorporated humor in dire
siluotions, ployed with ond broke
general rules of wri1ing, and even
wrote asides direcrly lo the reader
in the middle of the story to explain
a feeling, sihJot1on or the use of on age-old
phrase The series greorly helped my
understanding of phrases older than I and gave
me the idea rhal some writing rules could be
broken in the right contexl

4 Clint Crow and Hoyden Frederick,
both day dogs, took advantage of a day to
dren down.

5. Although iunior Payton Rivero-Bailey is
active on the baseball team, he did net
participate in the Spirit Week gomes. With
metal knees from o car wreck when he
was eight, some days hurt more than others
and he feels len active.

l'-No
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Unafraid, leader, Disciplined, Taka-Charge
-Moc Dilley

Patient, Organized, Driven, Dependable
-Jock Upchurch

Sarcastic, Down-to-Earth, Passionate, Balanced
• Augustine Nguyen

Learning from the best!

around the world

One of seven students TI"om
Chino, junior Xioofeng
Ding hopes lo someday,
ofter high school and
college, become o United
States citizen. For the past
three years, he returned to
home in Chino only over
the summer breaks. The
other breaks were spent
with friends of his family.
Sometimes, he said, he got
to spend short breaks with
fellow student Terry Ye,
who lived in nearby
Clarksville.

Who is your favorite teacher?
Juniors surveyed: 33

Mr. Joseph Devine
Mr. Heath Spillers

14%
12%
12%
12%

Mr. Donald Goetz
Mr. Kenneth Stovall
Mr. Gory Kinney *
Mr. Rondy Terry *

.] ~%

Mrs. Michelle O'Neol

. , 8),%~.

Mrs. Hollie Gillispie

' .

• retired in 20 18

•

'• 121o ·r:;.\

..
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:
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My Personality

College admission essays sometimes ask students or teachers lo give three trails or
chorocterislics of the studen ts. Match the trails to the student.

_

J_ Grounded, loyal, artistic

A. Austin Bowman

_

1. Kind, friendly, happy

A. Andrew Bui

_

2. Adventurous, athletic, artistic

B. Chandler Burroughs

_

2. Timbo, Beyonce, flamboyant

B. Mox Linares

_

3. Exciting, funny, brightening

C. Connor King

_

3. Sleepy, hardworking,
optimistic

C. Kadin Tougas

_

4. Athletic, laid back,
motivated

D. Jackson Peace
_

4 . Geek, musician, introvert

. ... ~({ fi •'

,0 .

Diego .Zarata.
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Moxlinares
ErikMcNicall
David Menjivar
David ' Bear" Moore
Nathan Nguyen
Paul Niba
Jackson Peace
I Subiaco students pride
themselves on their
brotherhood Perhaps no
lwo sophomores were so
closely connected os Poul
Nibo ond Jude Percy•
Allen "Our personalities
ore kind of the some.• said
Niba, "'Ne make o lot of
jokes We're funny •
2 And the newcomers to
the sophomore clos.s Jaime
Arturo, Diego Zarate and
Melvin Sanchez toke their

Jude Percy-Allen
HunterRhineheart
Melvin Sanchez
Kya Schluterman
Asir Shamsuddin
Dohan Smith

Crazy ME!
One time I was looking
dawn at my phone
while walking and
slammed into an
overhead garage door.
• Connor King

1turned ina fake
phone I should hove
jusr given them my real

Terry Ye
Diego Zorole
Bloke Zimmer
Will Clark
Devyn Subramanian

one and not gotten
caught. I won'I do that
again.
- Poynelee

We read too!
The Nome of the Wind [Patrick
Rothfuss) is a wonderful
fantasy novel thal really kepi
me glued lo the pages. The
port rhot stands out most for
me is the amazing story and
the level of world creation

3. And the crowd
gathers around
Nathan Nguyen
knew immediately
he hod lost in the
balloon toss game
He iso
.,. philosophical sari
He said, "I believe
that life revolves
around happiness
ond everyone
should live their life
seeking hoppineu."

Sophomores ponder their favorite books.
Patrick
Waldroup

The Scythe is one
of my favorite
books becou$8 I
like the utopian sociery they were
in and how they deo1t with
problems like overpopulation.

My Antonio is o novel of
friendship, heartache, and
nosrolgio Jim Burden
reminisces about his
relationship wilh his good
friend, Antonio Since they
were 10 years old, they've
been through everything
together. Cather perfec~y
portrays their
itoriesand
bottles.

Terry Ye

Anthony
Do

Blake
Zimmer
Melvin

Bear

('•
~

0
0

a mystery novel . o romance novel - o western - a science fiction novel

ca

..

-:~

s??. ··.

sc::,ence l1ctoon book
becou$e my , le 1$
so crazy ,1 k5 olmo51
uoteol

Cl)

~

5. Be,ng on crutches was no fun for Dalton Smith os. ii
kepi him from competing in much golf or in the Spirit
Week games. Dalton defined himself os athlehc, smart
and goofy ond admits thot he goofs off more !hon he
should

Sophomores were asked to choose one type of
literary work thot best defines their personality:

.c 56%mystery
people don t koow
onyi0,ng about me
l1usidon'110lkmt "h
I!' s hard 10 uniovel
my ,nnet thought~

4 A chollenge thal mos.I students have never token on is
the challenge of wrihng and publishing a story
Sophomore Jackson Peoce published a novel on o self•
publishing website . The .science fiction novel, he said, Is
"kind of Walking Deod-ish.- He does nol 5ee himself
publishing again though "I'm retired.-

The book les Miserables
portrays a tragic world. I tried
to put myself into the mole
character's situation, but o
rushing sadness filled my heart
immediately, so I hod lo stop
doing it. The author Vidor
Hugo showed me a perfect
image about how people
Miffered under old and
unreasonable lows. The book
rells me human nature is kind
and we will hove blessed lives
one day, but it tokes struggles
and hard works.

Oovel

0

romance
ovel

a science

fiction novel
a
western

39 of the 43 sophomores responded

Much of the summer months for Clay Huber is spent
preparing ro show cattle at counry and stole fairs To
do well in rhese shows takes comm1tmenr. o trait tho!
he recognizes in himself At the Little Rock Stale Fair,
Huber won first place.
Showing around his. grandparents at
Grandparents Day was a pleasure for Hunter
Criswell, o new srudent this year His fovorite
subject in .school is .science Hun!er took his
driver's lest three 11mes before passing it. he
strei.sed out about the test and then panicked
Another new studenl, Asir Shomsuddin uses
o drone to record oclivihes behind Heard Holl
He is usually focused , he s01d, on working ond
getting things done
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Right: Evon Keenan, Jomes Bourgeois, and Seth Lisko
joined Br. John Poul Boyer during the All Soints doy gomes.
Below: Adorn Donaldson springs down the field lo fill the
doss buckel with waler, which is carried by the sponge.
While Adam ran os fosl as he could, he also hod to make
sure the he was not spilling water on the ground. The task
required teomwork ond patience. Al the end, the freshmen
doss won fourth ploce.

Above: The Tug of Wor from the Spirit week excites the
freshmen doss when they hear they ore going against the
sophomore class. George Urlakis, Adorn Donaldson,
John Ho, Joshua Bowma;i, and Jomes Villarreol pull
tightly against the opponent, holding their position. It lasted
oboul 30 wconds until the freshmen class was dragged down.

Cl.A~~ Of2023

choosing FAVORITES
Ninth graders were asked to choose their favorite day of the year.

SONG LYRICS ..A.
that LIFT m e ~
You could beat the world,

Christmas
"ltis a time of
celebration."
• Nevin Furr
"You con spend two
wee l\,s at ham~ and it's

the. do~ ~cele ate
,. Jes~'' bi~ t..loy."
·!_ViQce Do ng
:

s,

• • 4,

-~--~;J-. '. , ',

New Years
11

lt represents change."
• Korbin Howkins

Thanksgiving
"We usually go to Nona's
and hove dinner and red
velvet coke."
· Tonner Komp

You con beat the war,
You con talk to God
Go banging on his door.

lyrics by The Script

First things first
l'mo soy all the words inside my head
I'm fired up and tired of the way that

things hove been
lyrics by Imagine Dragons

Eighth grader Luke Mize chose
to leave Bentonville to come to
Subiaco lost year after learning

about the school's academic
excellence. As a dorming
student, he enjoys life with new
friends.

Dre" Creek: One day I went to my cousin Sadie's house (andl.I
asked Sadie where she went 10 school. She said she went to Pans.
but I was confused because she li\ied in Subiaco. She told me the
school was an all-boys school~ she couldn't go. When I got home
I grabbed my laptop and researched Subiaco. h seemed like il was a
very good school. Right after 4th grade, I goi a letter about Camp
~ Subiaco. I got 10 experience the food and games and fun. I went 10
w..,I camp every year leading up to my 7th grade year.

=
:S-

Lane Wilson: My grandma was looking for some1hing that I could
w..,I do during summer vacation. She found out that the school offered a
camp. After my first \\,eek of camp, I wanted 10 ~ta~ ~anger. I came
cw:::' 10 camp for thrtt year.; m a row. I made a huge dcc!Slon. . to
::S become a boarding srudenL If I gcr a bcuer educalion. I can pursue
~ m:, dream of becoming a neurosurgeon.

::Z

3"'

..

~ Camarion Raino: M~ great grea1 uncle died • and his funeral
,... a:,

at Subiaco. (The family I pot his ashes here. Later th111 month

m.r great great trafldpa told me he ,... anted me to go to school at

., ·.• .
~;~~ e;~~ //:::e
Sub1!~1ro.

,,,.

-~~

.

'

1

a~c;r~~ ~e~~[!'}~;i~~-b1-man.

Subiaco has a very special place in
my heart. I got lo know this place
because my mom has been o teacher
here for about 13 years. My family
used to live in Dardanelle and I could
hove gone lo a public school there,
but my parents felt that I should come
here instead and ii hod been the best
school I could ever attend.
-Doniel Wu

I found out about Subiaco from my
dad. He went to school here and
graduated in 1995. Al10when I was
about 2 years old he took me lo all of
the Subiaco home football and
bosketboU games which I enjoy.
finally he also told me a lot of !tories
about when he went lo school here, so
that is why I wonted to come to school
here. Now that l am a student here I
realize how great of a school this is
and how happy I om for coming here.
-Brody Koch

Duval Moore hos spent nearly all his free
time on the Abbey grounds oher moving to
town from touisiono o few years 090. He
often rode his bike or walked to ond from
the Academy. lost summer he went to the
abbey many mornings to help the Abbot
do laundry, speak with Br. Joe (Koehler),
read with Br. Rabon Heyer, and
woodwork with Br. Jude Schmidt.
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Mrs. Barbaro Wilhelm

"

life without conflict seems ideal, but the reality is that we thrive
011

conflict, we test ourselves and others on how well we handle

these problems that life throws our way. They build our
character and define our days. And sometimes we take pleasure

In the rain-soaked game against Dever, Dodge Mendenhall (#23) ran far yardage in a sudden death over1ime.
Subiaco last Q.6.

IN IT

KIDIWG OUTTIIE aTOKM
Rain fell, and it kept on falling, throughout the Homecoming game on Sept. 21. The game
was early in football season so players did not hove to contend with temperatures near freezing.
Still the rain added on element of cold to those who were soaked by the rain. "If you were not
on the field, you were freezing on the sideline," said Nick Tayn.
There was lots of slipping and sliding [against Dover}," said Mason Schlutermon (#40). "Our

Coaches will wy that the game is nat oil
aboul the win-loss stets. They tell players
tha t much more happens on the field than
a win or o Ion. Bands ore developed
Character is shewn . Tho! was so lf\le this
yMr os players had 10 suppor1 one
another. Sophomore Adam Ackel
congratulates Cory Schlutermon after a
touchdown in a scrimmage game against
Paris.

field holds water."
And then there was the game at Dardanelle, a game in which it only "sprinkled until the lost
minute," according to Cory Schlutermon !#12). 11 H wasn't that bod."
In at least two games, rain was not the immediate issue: it was the humidity following a rain.
like in the game against Lamar. Leg cramps became o contention players had to deal with.
Brandyn Brooks, who learned to carry around a big jug of water throughout the school day,

SCOREBOARD

soid, "Stoy hydroted, boys."

Home Opp.
Lavaca
Lamar

Lincoln
Dover

Ozark
Elk!ns
Waldron

20

12

12

34
48

20
0
14

6
56

12

58

Dardanelle

29
7

36
38

Mena
Pottsville

18

51

20

41
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"The most challenging thin9 is to
bring a guy bigger than you
down•
Hoeven Patterson #60

*I prefer ploying defense There's
less to under1tand and il'.s not os
complex•
Thomm Bourgeois #2

_ _ __J_ _~_ _ _ _ _ _.,;..
;;;·.,;
· ;_;__;_..,;_____...
_ .___

""""'

Above: Luke He rtlein I# 14) led the team as
quarlerback in both his junior year and senior
year. In on early .scrimmage game ogainsl Paris,
where he lives, Herllein practiced his ronning
game. "Even though it was iust o .scrimmage
game, l felt the nerves al a reel gome. I was
glad to came out on lop of a rival like Paris.*
Left Gage Lee {#44) loves football and
especially running with the ball tucked in the
curve of his elbow. "My favorite part of the
game is returning kicks. Finding the hole and
making a big return is a greo1 feeling."In Gage's
favorite game of the season, agoins! Elkins, he
received for 107 yards and lwo touchdowns.

SENIOR HIGH FOOTBALL TEAM
Bottom row: Hunter Criswell, Adam Ackel, Cory Schluterman, Nick
Toyn, David Menjivar, Jackson Peace, Gunner Didion, Chandler
Burroughs
Row 2: Ma~n Schlu!ermon, Allen Toyn, Kit Turner, Brandyn Brooks,
Thomas Bourgeois, Isaac Borr, Austin Bowman
Row 3: Cooch Steven Moore, Manager Blake Zimmer, Payne lee,
Jude Simmons, Luke Herllein, Gage Lee, Jordon Rainwater, Kevin
Allen, Dodge Mendenhall, Bear Moore, Hayden Frederick, Coach
Patrick Richey, Cooch Joseph Devine
Top row; Ethan Miller, Jackson Cobbs, Jackson 0 "1"3,!, &.,an\
Redmond, Ethan Strebel, Hoeveo R~in.,w.atw, Contlor
■

~ II\· '.

,,~::. '"· . ./:.
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SCOREBOARD Home
lomor
Lincoln
Mountainburg
Magazine

Trinity
JC Westside
Western Yell
Lovoca

12

•

12
38
0
16
14
14

o".
42
36
22
22
36
32
36
26

B

,.
"+~!::

phorob)' Mr>-RobinSd.lultr~

"I got to enjoy more practices this year and
watching Justin Posl gel those touchdowns hos really
inspired me to improve•
,Luke Mize

,

"This was a good game. We made a come bock bLJ1
they put the nail in the coffin in the final seconds."
-Wesley Schlutermon on rhe Mountainburg game

/

,,,~.-liiilli.._..;;.;,..;..,.;;i,.;_i!!::,

~ ltn Post {#3) in his first year at Subiaco starred as the team's
0

t~ rlerbock. "Playing with these guy.\ hos been on
r,1..~Hence. I hod o realty good center who helped

r""'ls 0 ut on the field. Our backs ran the boll well."

unforgettable
make some big

8ottom row: Joseph Sparks, Luke Mize, Drew Miller, Brody KoclJ,. Hoyden Ruck~on, Lan:4'.il;ji
Row 2: Chor!es Costogno, Conley Creek, Jomes Bourgeois, D~'lol ¥.q,or'e, f"mr,,onu:! ~ibi!lo. ~ ~rl • •
,
., ~• .
..~·
Gordner
, .:,,·,
Row 3: Buddha Moore, Nevin Furr, Comorion Roino, Lone w~·)ustin.Post, R.J Mafjl'I{ •·•
~
:ifie~ow: David Vil!orreal, Matthew Mayeux, We5ley Sch!uter~~;9-ri K,ee_nClni ~ k~, M!cha~I

_.,

_\{;-/ : ...

',

Ming•Yung Hsu (12), also known os
Ryon, joined the tennis team during his
sophomore year. Ryon played doubles
with his partner Erik McNicoll Ryon
soid, "I did so horrible since all the
seniors from lost year lefl. It was really
difficuhtoadjusf."

Since the first day of school, tennis team prepored for their
season. Fr. Cassion Elkins, the new coach, changed different
training style for the team. This year four out of nine tennis
players were new to the team, and three of them hod never

Erik McNicoll ( 1 I) is a new player,
having first started ploying tennis this
season. This year was also Erik first
year al Subiaco

picked up o tennis racquet before. To make up the gap
between players, Fr. Cassion focused on physical condition.
Every practice, players hod to stretch, run three lops around
the court, and do footwork practice. Also Fr. Cassion fired
tennis bolls ot the runners to simulote extreme conditions.
Ploying style wos also on important aspect of training. By

Score Board

improving what they were good at, players hod a better
chance to win o'ler opponents with the some level of skill.

Clarksville
Heber Springs
Pottsville
Morrilton
Dordonelle/ Meno
Heber Springs
Morrilton
Dardanelle
Clarksville
Greenwood
Potts'lille

1-3
1-3
3-1
1-3

Daniel Haun ert's ( 11) ploying style was o flat shot that
bounced low ond a serve that hod o lot of spin. Connor
Go salvez (9) used o heavier racquet to achieve o greater

4-2

force on his swing, which in turn produced much stronger

1-3
1-3
3-1
5-1
3-1
1-3

shots with o greeter amount of spin. Maez Sohoil ( 12)
utilized his extended arms and fast reflexes to guard in front
of the net, forcing opponents to hit higher or make mistakes.
Each player spent a lot of time testing out different ploying
styles. It was vital for each ployer to find his best fit style.

Ethan Yost ( 12} finishes the Heber Spring game strong, beating his opponent 8-1 Yost
started ploying tennis at seven years old. In middle school, he won the Texas stole
tennis single championship. This year, Yost dislocated his shoulder, forcing him to lose
out on ploying ot district

page sponsored by

Schwartz Stone
Bill Schwartz

P.O. Box 169 Paris, AR 72855
Hwy. 109 Scranton, AR 72863
Phone: 479-938-2317
Fax: 479-938-2875

Moaz Sohoil {12) competes doubles with
his teammate Andrew Chen. He joined
varsity tennis the summerof 2018, "I like
ploying ping pong so I wonted to try out
tennis, too."

() 0 niel

Hounert {11) hos ployed tennis since seventh grade. Doniel is good at defending the
~Ont, utilizing his long arms and fas! reflexes to block opponent's attacks. After the lost year's
'eniors graduated 1 Doniel found it difficult to "fill in their shoes." Doniel was excited about the
rie,,., coach. "He is energetic, and he helps by demonstration, not just being on the sideline.•

Four senior players, all starters
who hod ployed together for three
years, hod high hopes for this lost
year of ploying together.
And with on early season
winning record, it looked like
success was in their future. Thomas
Myers, a devoted and tough
player according to his coach, felt
the season started "perfectly....
We were beating schools people
said we shouldn't hove beaten."
Then in early December in one
game during the Russellville
tournament, two players were
sidelined with knee injuries· o torn
ACL and a torn meniscus for Myers
and o tom ACL for fellow senior
Elvis Jonga.
Both put on braces and tried to
ploy through the injury and pain until the Pottsville game for Thomas
ond the Dover game for Elvis.
"The setbacks make you feel
like you can't do anything about it.
You feel empty,• said Thomas.
Devon Forst, another senior with
high hopes, agrees with Thomas
that this hos certainly been a
season of ups and downs, but he
con always soy "when the going
gets tough, the tough gel going."
Though the season hos not
ended cs they hod hoped, most
were grateful for the opportunity lo

I .One of Devon Forst's favorite memories as o Trojon basketball ployer was practicing at night oher
losing in !he Von Buren tournament.
2. Senior Allen Tayn knows that basketball hos brought with it lots of great memories both on ond off the
court. "Cooch mode me realize the! nothing compares to pulfing 100 percent focus and effort."
3. First-year student Conner King {l 0) loves basketball and hos been ploying since he was 6; still he
feels like his experience is "invisible at limes." He wos impressed by the number of alumni who still attend
games. "I con feel the passion people hove for the school."
A. Thomas Myers/ 12) loves bosketboll and hos been o fixture on the basketball team since he arrived
on campus as o freshman.

ploy.

•r won! to get belfer so
Icon help my
teommalel. I
contribute moral
support.•
· Jude Pe rcy-Allen

"Shoring these sod moments,"
said Elvis, "brought the team
together.•

(101

SCOREBOARD
Southside

County Line
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• ALLCARE
II PHARMACY
479.963 .6400.
508 E. Walnut St Paris, AR 72855
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Van Buren
Two Rivers
ountain Home
Cabot
Mena
Dardanelle
Bentonville
Greenwood
Van Buren
Ozark

Farmington
Pottsville
Dover

Morrilton
Heber Springs
Clarksville
Dardanelle
Ozark
Pottsville
Dover
Heber Springs
Clarksville
Morrilton
Clarksville (dist.)
Dardanelle (dist.)

Home Opp.
"The Trojons showed their
high hopes and
expectations were valid
as they raised to on 8-0
record, most against the
large dosssificotion
schools. The season lost
much of its shine as the
Trojans sow more ond
more adversity through
the season, including
.
injuries to Thomas Myers Cooch T,m Tendeve
ond Elvis Jongo, both tearing their ACL. The
Trojans, though, continued to fight and refused to
accept excuses or defeat.,"

56
65
60
60
74 (2OTs
54

67
44

59
59
50
50
41

59 OT
61
59

63
47
48

52
59

58
50
39
58
49
45

Senior High Basketball Teom: Bock Row: Motthew Kremers
(10), Clinr Crow (11 ), Ethan Strobel (11 ), Conner King {JO},
Jackson Frederick (1 Ol, Elvis Jongo {12), Devon Forst {12), Nick
Toyn (10)
Fron1 Row: Ethen Mortinez ( 12}, Jomes Taylor! 12), Allen Toyn
(121, Dohan Smith (101,Jude Percy-Allen (10), Thomas Myers {12),
Mortin Gbemudu {121. AJ. Smith! 11 l, Poul Nibo ( 10)

I for Adam Donoldson o freshman, boskerboll hos improved his
like in mony ways. He soid, •Being involved in o teom sport hos
helped me grow physically and socially since it helped make me
fnends I wouldn't hove otherwise.•
2. Starting freshman Justin Post hos ployed basketball for years
Practicing against the senior high players ofter school, he felt, gave
h,m and the team more opportumhes lo improve
3. Freshman Jude Simmons soys he stopped ploying basketball
in third grade bul began ogo,n to become o Trojan. His favorite
game this year was the home game ogainsl Dover in which he
scored 12 pain~.
4 Doniel Wu, a 7th grader, likes boskelbal! because •it is o fun
team sport. Every player is needed and important.•

POWEKUOUaE
Subiaco Academy hosted the
junior high district tournament after a
season of six wins for the junior high
team, a successful year for the junior
high program. And then to cop off
the season, the junior Trojans won
their first game in the district
tournament.
According to statistician Br.
Adrion Strobel, the last time the
freshmen won seven or more games
was in 1912-13 when they won 9
games.
"Our best game this year was the
district tournament game with Heber
Springs. They played well and we
responded well," said Cooch Tim
Tencleve.
Cooch Tencleve enjoyed
watching the players improve
throughout the year, commenting
that Jude Simmons improved the
most and that Jackson Cobbs hod o
"monster year."
Jackson hod 194 rebounds,

"I m,ued rhe fi~
holf of the 5oeason
due 10 a lootbol,
,n,ury and come
bockofler
Chrtstmos break •
Wesley
Schlutermon 19)

"The lost game
again.sf Heber
Springs wos amazing
Boin teems were
really giving the,r oll.
• Matthew Mayeux.

according to Br. Adrion , the second

"During our ~cond
game against Ozark
we did for better than
!he firsr Seeing how
we improved over the
season wos great•
• Logon Hess {8)

most

this year when they played 15
games.
10ckson Co bb s {9) shoots for rwo of his 1 1 points on the night against Springdale Lakeside, o team coached by former Trojon,
Mr_ Jason George. Subiaco lost 20-36. Jackson wos lhe top scorer for the junior high teom.
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junior high player in Subi

team ployed 24 games compared to

17)

..

by o

records. The previous record was
set in 1989.90, a year when the

34
20
36

22
12
37
35
36
Ji
22
23
Ji
41
42
53

25
36
15
51
49
49
20
35
47
34
34
44

57
29
35

SCOREBOARD
County tine
Lakeside
Two Rivers
Dardanelle
Ozork
Pottsville
Dover
St.Joseph
Heber Springs
Clarksville
Dordonelfe
Ozark
Pottsville
Dover
Heber Springs

Mr. Tim
Te ncleve hos
coached at
Subiaco
Academy for 39 years.
Cooch Tencleve said, "It was
enjoyable watching the progress
these kids mode.

The state meet for cross country was held
in Hot Springs, AR. Nine members
qualified lo nm, placing l 1th overall in

seaso nal

4Asto!e.

The team eomed second place

THOUGHTS

01

district

competitions in Clarksville.

ESSENTIALS

What do you need to be o successful
runner?

Mr. Don Goetz: Consistent hard work
and mental fortitude.
Br. Rabon Heyer · Discipline and the

ability lo support one's teammates.

For Aidan Everett (10), the besl port
0bou1 c.ross country is the comoroderie
ond the comperition during the rocu He

feels much was owed to his cooch Br
Rabon Heyer "He is on amazing coach
and on amazing teacher He Is always

help,ng everyone and always
encouraging us to improve and learn from

MUDLUSCIOUS memories

our experiences •
Aidan's best hme for a 5k was 19 40

Two seniors on the cross country team hove been with Br. Rabon
he began coaching the runners in 20 16. Both Pou l Seiter
011
d Timmy Constantino hove o true love for the sport end feel blessed
lo hove been o port of the program.
Paul loved the long runs for the nscenery, good conversation end the

lie-ye, since

For Buddha Moore (8) the greatesl
occompl,shmenl of ihe season wos that
he "didn't die" and the greatest moment
was "when 11 ended • Will he be bock
nelQ season? Probably

.... . '

., • . .• It . •

~1

Joh.n Ho, Vince Dong, Luke Mize, Duval Moore, Logan Hess, Josh
~n.EncWeller
gl~~ ~ Andrew Bui, Justin Posl, Jo cab Bristol, Doniel Wu, Trung Tin le, Javier
0

~ J Nathan Nguyen, Anthony Do, Buddha Moore, Poul Seiter, Ethan
~ f l, Tim Constantino, Leon Dong
~ . 4. George Urlok1s, Mox Unores, Bear Moore, Aidan Everett, Matthew
&idrnan, Matthew Whittle, Cooch Br. Rabon Heyer

suspense of someone's dog running ofter us." And then there were
those late nights playing games and watching the Rocky movies for
motivation.
Tim loved the competition, especially when ii mean t running
aga inst larger schools. "The more competition I hod, the better I
performed.n

Front Row: Anthony Do, Andrew Bui (IOJ, Logan Hess (8):Josh Bowman j7), • • "-· .♦
• • : .• · "'-. · •
Tim Constantino (12)Joshuo Malagon (11),Jovier lgleho~_ll.?J, !uddl,o
...:
. , >• .
. , ..;. \ _ ,
Moore (8)
'
Bock Row: Cooch Br. Rabon Heyer,Joce Cameron (1 11,Jq9'9 B(l'stol (11 ), :.~ -·.
•
.
~
•
Nevin.;
2J,.
1•1
eto/\
Oyl~
(7).
Wu
Mox lino res ( 10), Bear MOOle !I OJ, Doniel
~ 1
_;, •: ·. ~ · ~
Furr {8) and coach Mr. Don Goetz.
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Since the soccer team lost ten seniors from lost year's squad, the 2019 team is
very young. In fad, there ore only two returning starters.
The team faced another challenge this year: they ployed in o tougher conference.
lost year, they were in a league with AA schools and lower. This year, there is no
lower. In fact, some of the schools were actually 5A schools.
Although the team was fresh, it built o strong foundation of teamwork. Players
cheered, and shored, and helped each other lo gel better. A first-time player, Allen
Toyn ( 12) said, "David MenFvor or Joshua Malagon always ore very vocal and keep
everyone level headed. Everyone on the team keeps a positive attitude."
The strong bond between the players become the pride of the team . "We ell hove
1
each others' bocks, whether on the field or in the classroom. We re o team and we
help and support each other," said Aidan Everett ( 10).

&ear Moore 11 O) hos ployed goalkeeper for two years. As the final line defender, Bear relied on
'ornlflates' help lo keep the goal rofe. Bear roid, ~Kevin always hod my back. He does o greor job at
~~ sure lne boll slays owoy from the goal" Bear's favorite soccer team wos Poris Saint.Germain
JS~ third year on the teom, Timmy Constontino is a co- captain. His favorite soccer leom was Team

ONEJorALL
Soccer is the ultimate team sport where all 11 players
hove to be in unison to be successful. All players must be
able to poss, shoot, ploy defense and communicate.

1. David Meniivor 110}, Michael Tron (11), and Payne lee /10)
practice shooting the goal This year Payne and David joined the
soccer ream. Both of them hod talent in soccer. Co-captain Poul
Se,ter :KJid. "David is defensrvely skilled and knowledgeable. He
sorl of created o number system lo coll for comer kicks•

=------·

.•
Joshua Malagon I 11) steals the ball from rhe oppos,ng !eom and runs near the sideline Josh was o player
who often created o three/ lo lne opponents. TTmmy Constantino ( 12) considered Josh one of the fosresl players
on lne ream. "Josh hos on incredible burst of speed that enables him 10 close quickly on defense ond move 1he
boll down the field in o hurry."

~ k Rows· Cooch Jeff O'Neol, Payne lee ( 1O), Allen Toyn 112}, Timmy Constonllno ( 12), Poul Seiter
, (). Jo cob Friemel ( 11 ), Nick Toyn ( 1O), Kevin Allen ( l 01, Mortin Robensteine !1O), Bear Moore ( I OJ,
J:n_Chung (7). AidenEverett (10}, Tony Costillo (10), Jaime Arturo (10), David Men1ivor {10), George
flo kis 19), Matthew Whittle (11) Roberto Quezada [ 12) Front row; Chandler Burroughs ( l O), Vince
ng (B), Gunner Didion (10),Joshuo Malagon (I 1), Michael Tron (11)

out to the

I Senior Luke Hertlein scores in the first gome of the season, o gome ogoinsl
Poris

BALLPARK

2. New to the roster, Wesley Schluterman (9) is not new lo boseboll. We~ey

spent lots of his summers on the field. Most summers he ployed for two teams. It
kepi him on the run
3. As o fielder, Kit Turner ( 12} oppreciotes thot o big ploy con happen
anywhere, even in the outfield. One of his favorite memories of ploying boseboll
wos thot in his first game starting as o Trojon, he mode o dive ond caught the boll

1

Baseball is America s game.

Why do we love it so much?
Some of the players, like Adam
Ackel, simplify the reason down to
one basic element: ~It's fun to

play.'
Others, like Ethen Strebel, find
another element of the game to
admire; the mental aspect of the

game. "It is the hardest to ploy,

mentally especially. (You ploy forj
three hours and your mind hos to

be engaged the whole time.'
Mason Schlutermon enjoys the
challenge of combining timing and

finesse. •As o batter you are
trying to

hit a

round boll with o

round bot al the some time that
you ore trying to find the location
of the pitch within that small time

between pitch and swing:
Josh Koch, o junior, was

sidelined with a possible torn ACL.

For him baseball is defined by the
errors the team makes. To win, o
team hos to make fewer errors.

Connor Phillips hos ployed
Subi boll for five seasons. He too
recognizes the mental element of
the game. He said, •size doesn't

matter [in baseball]. lrs all in your

head."

In his rhird year on
the Tro1on baseball
teem. junior Ethan
Strobel rehsms to rhe
pos,"IOn of first hose
He hoped th,s year
thott,,ewould
contnbure more on
the ba111ng end of the
game H,s fovorire
moment in boseboll
was !+ie homen.in he
t,,il 01 Cedorvi11e lost year "IT is my only dinger
~ for.• He planned to change that this seoson. \
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ODordonelle
OPoris
@Ozark
Pottsville
Mansfield
0 Heber Springs
Dover
Johnson County Westside
OMorrihon (DH)
OClarhville
Two 11:iven
0 Dordonel!e
Wonderview Toumomenl
Ozark
@Pol!svit1e
@Dover
Scranton
@Scranton
Clarksville
District Tournoment at Ozark

2018-19 was a wet yeor, according to the locals. And the rain ployed
havoc on the low~ying field and on practice hme. Just three days before the
first game of the season, the teom wos obte to gel on the field for only the
third lime, nor to practice but to prepare !he field

~embers David Heinrichs !121, Ethan Mortinez ( I 21, Andrew Bui ( 1O), Timothy
~tonhno {12). Breeden Hess (11), Jack Upchurch (11),Johnny Bui (l 1), Matthew
~lli•ltle (11) Dillon Ramsey ( 12), Junior Adjei ( 12}, Roberto Ouesodo ( 12), Dodge
endenho!I {12), Jackson O'Neo! {12), Brandon Brooks ( 11 ), Doniel Hounert !11)

Since the Student Council is typically a club filled with leaders, its sponsor ideally con expect to
hove good leadership and good participation from its members.
And this year that was the case, according to sponsor Mr. Heath Spillers. Among the projects
that the members participated in for 201 9.19 were the elections of class officers and the decorating
of the Hill for the Christmas season.
Their biggest contributions were in planning Spirit Week and Field Day and the carnival. They
decided on themes for dress down days and games and a design for the homecoming I-shirts. Then
they met in the spring to plan the carnival games and coverage for the games.
Out on the field behind Heard Holl on that day of the Spirit Week, the officers were in charge of
the games. -The homecoming games took a lot of planning and thinking," said Dillon Ramsey.
"Getting all the students on the some page for the rules of the games was the most difficult port of ii,
nl well."
all
but with help from many Student Council em
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"NHS hos mode me
feel like my hord
work is recognized."

"Notional Honors
Society hos helped
me give bock to my
communftywith
volunteer work."

• Andrew Bui (9)

• Timothy
Constantino {12)
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In mid-February, two Chinese students were on
campus lar two weeks in the first foreign language
immersion program.
The two stvdenls • Goloxy Jiang (9J and Jason Liu
(8) • attended cloues with rheir •shadow students"
Adam Donaldson (9) and togan Heu (8). Both
students were from Chino and spoke little English.

1. The trash pickup hos become o traditional
community service project for the NHS
2. One of the NHS hindroir.en was ra offer
refreshments during the Spirit Week evenls. "It's a
lot of hin doing activities like the time we sold
popsides during rhe gome day," said Ethan
Mortinez ( 12).
3. The recycling project is a joint venture by bo1h
the Student Council and the Noti6nCI Honot •.
Society. Some members attended o recyclin~
'•
summit Feb. 28 near Conwav.
Members: Sponsor Mr. Heoln Spillien: Secrelory Dodgef,1endenholl ireoi.urei.
Gage lee, President Poul Se,·er: V,ce Presidenl Junior Ad1,i Porlioinenton• li .' ( _.., ··•
1
• '
"'
•
D1 on Ramsey

•
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•
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• • 1/f ,,, •
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~ Eight members of rhe NHS club hod the weekly respo_nsibility of cotlec_hng and
'
·
1n the faculty motkoo"1,
,:, ·• ;;· sorting trash to recycle, There were paper recyclingthebinsvolunteers
·r
took the
1

••
CONGRATULATIONS, MARTIN !!I ON YOU Jllt; RADUA TION
•
"'
Tl·IIS IS JUST A START ON THE G REAT JOURNEY
~
\
ON
EMBARK
TO
YOU ARE ABOUT
WE AS YOUR FAMILY Will BE THERE EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
AS GUARDIA N AND A SHOULDER TO LEAN ON
YOUR COUSINS, TITO, KENE, JIDE AND ZUBY GBEMUDU

~

:~z- ,

1

Library, PAC, and Alumm Holl. Once it was sorted,
8
recyclables to the_South Enrronce of Mom Building where the monks colle:cted lh ~
own paper recycling A company from Booneville come by regularly to p,ck up !h
reclyable morerials
There were olso alum,num and ploshc recycling bins in Mo1n Building, lne
Library, and Alumnl Holl. Weekly, the group sorted and then took the products IO
a local recycling facility
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Martin Gbemudu,
Congratulations as yOu graduate from high school
very proud of you.
We're
college.
to
off
and head
love, Chiga & Auntie Onyema
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Debate dub members enjoy discussing and arguing on

different issues in society such as abortion rights, the death
penalty, end immigration.
Club member AJ. Smith I 11) said, nHoving the freedom to
express our opinions in o constructive way hos helped me to

bC:

Q)

c

0""
0

..D
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t

0

11
solidify views on various issues.

The club also allowed members lo get to know each other
on o values level. "The other kids here really put research into
their talking points," said first-yeorman EJ. Deloney from Fort
Smith. "I'm always interested in what they hove to soy

Me mbe rs: Sponsor Fr. Cassion Elkins, Doniel Hounert ( 11 l. Joshua Koch ( 11 ). AJ
Sm1rh f 11 I, Matthew Weidmon {11 ), Will Jomiwn !11 ), Jacob Bristol [ 11) and EJ.
Deloney(l lJ

regardless of their views."

jo,ned HAM rod10

"I like be,ng able lo

leam obout

talk to people from all

over the country and

technology lei! year

even s.ome from

m a comper,tion we

d,fferenlcountr,eslike
Ccnodo.•

spoke to people all
over the COUr'ltryl

Joccb Frie me/ ( 1 I)

When I heard cf this
club. it sounded weird
bur II turned cut to be
olotoffun.•

-Supe rbowl
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Who said the game is not as big as the

~ "1bers: Matthew Weidman ( 11 ), Roberto Quezada ( 121, David Heinrichs ( 12).
Hess 11 I)
1 "'l<eyton (12), Breeden
Row Javier Iglehart (10), Zoch Ingle (10), Mox Unores {10), Kyo
Schlurermon {10), Bear Moore f 10]. Michael Tron! 11) Sponsor Mr. Jared
luterrnon
'tot Pictured John Wingfield, Slake Zimmer

b

!ij

commun1cotion

"I've been a part of Quiz Bowl here for a few years,
Watching myself grow was o valuable experience. I'm
grateful I've gotten to ploy with so many good
people.•
· Robe rto Qunodo ( 12)
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-While players who
get things right are
important, there is
something special
about new players
contributing
Watching everyone
grow is on amazing
experience.•
· Adam
Donoldson (9)
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Me mbe rs: Matthew Friemel (Bl.Jackson Moriro (12). Sroeden Hess (11 ),Jock
Upchurch ( 1 i l, Jacob Friemel {1 l). sponsor Mr Don Goetz
Jackson Moriro
(121

~ "1bers: Lucas Tudor (9), Duval Moore (7), Buddho Moore (8), Luke Mize (8).
~b,n Hawkins !SJ, Matthew Friemel (7), Jaxon Perreoulr (9), Joshua Bowman !9),
11'1 l>oooldwn {91, John Ho (9) Sponwr Mrs. Amanda Moore

"My thoughts on us
not doing well this
year vanished
when we beat
Trinity who was
undefeated for five
years.•

•t•m really proud
how our junior high
team hos won
every game so for
No one thought we
could do it and we
did.•

- Jaxon
Perreault 19)

- Matthe w
Friemel (7)

Jock Upchurch ( 11)
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"CASA as fought me how
people from all ever the world
or capable of learning lrom
OM a 10rfier ond help,ng each
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Ryon Hsu (12)
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Members Top Row- Mooz Sohail. Melvin Sanchez, Weitoo Wong,
Row 2: Michael Nguyen, Breeden Heu, Paul Nibo, Adorn Ackel,
Row 3: Xiooleng Ding, Doniel Wu, Jude Percy-Allen, Nick Toyn, Allen Toyn,
Row -4 Sponwr Mrs. Michelle Chuong, Brandon Brooks, Jacob Bristol. Augustine
Nguyen, Amari Gordner, Hooming Fon, Ryon Hsu, Anthony lam

'-lek ~rs: Top row: Ausrin Bown:ion, David Menjivar, Zoch Ingle, Arturo Jaime,
i fl e Zimmer Melvin Sanchez D,ego Zarate, Bear Moore
Jude Percy'.Allen, Gage Lee, Thomas Bourgeois, Jock Upchurch,
1~~"<¥ 2 A.llen,Toyn,
- Cttthew Weidman, Doniel Hounert
"v~ l Thomas Myers, Breeden Heu, Kyo Schlurermon, Hooming Fon, Poul Niba,
t 1on,ison, Jacob Brisrol, Johnny Bui
~ 4 Devon Forst, Luke Hertlein, Loe Vu, Poul Seiter, Mollhew Whit1le, Joshua
I h. Brandyn Brooks, Hunter Cnswell
/~ 5: Jomes Taylor, Adam Ackel, Payne lee, Ethan Spillers, Augusrine Nguyen,
lldiewchen, Tin le
Mrs. Amanda Moore

'r

I

The 1eom of wphomores Zoch Ingle,
Ethan Spillers {bottom left) and Mox
Linares {bonom middle) placed fifth in
hospitality monogemenl and eom.ed o
.. chance !o go lo stole competition

C

Senior Ethan Yost
placed first ot districl
in securilies and
investments category

Bloke Zimmer ( 1O)
placed first in
introduction to
parliamentary
procedure

Brandyn Brook s
111) placed firs! in
per~nal finance at
district
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EVAM KEDMOWO

May you celebrate your
graduation remembering special
memories from your post and
exciting dreams for your future.
Toke pride in how for you hove
come and hove faith in how for

"Twenty years from now
you will be more disappointed
by the thongs you d;dn't do
than by the ones you did do.
So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in your soils.

Explore.

Dream.

you con go.
We ore so proud of you and what you

With love and pride
today and always,

Discover."

-Mork Twain

hove accomplished these post four years.
Thank you for taking advantage of what
Subiaco hos lo offer and for shoring your

Mom, Dad and Payne

gi~s and talents. You have always been
o wonderful young man, and we ore

honored lo be your parents.
Keep setting your goals high I

There ore no words that con describe how proud 1om of you I
You always hod your goals ahead of you and you always
seem to come out with a way to accomplish them! Moy the
light of God brighten your path end remember lo
always keep God with youl
love, Mom

JOHM
WIMUIUD
Congratulations on
your groduation!
love,

Mom, Nona,
ond the whole

"Go confidently
in the direction
of your dreams.
Live the life you have
imagined!"
-Thoreau

family

You're off to Great Places!
Todcy is your day I
Your mountain is waiting.
So . . get on your woyl (Dr. Seuul
love,
Dad, Mom and Savannah

"Lef not kindness and
fidelity leave you;
bind them around

your neck;
Then will you win favor
and good esteem
before God and
man.

Proverbs 3: 3-A

....
We congrotulote you

on this milestone in the beginning of your
Career. We ore very proud of you and wish you continued
SlJccess. Moy God Almighty remain with you as you strive to

rnake progress. We love you!
love,

Mom, Dod ond Eddy

EVAM KEDMOMD
I om so proud of you Evon!

-love Mom

DODU
MENDENUALL
Hlet your light shine
before men, th at they may
see your good works ond
give glory to your Father
1n heaven ."
Matthew 5 :16

We ore so very proud of the man you have become
and can 't wait to see where you go from here!!
We love you,
Mom and Dad

EKIG WULEK
Eric, we are very proud of you.
We are looking forward ta a great
future far you . We lave you!

Mam, Dad & Aidan

We ore proud of you!
love you lots,
Dad, Mom,
Dylan and Morgon

DILLOM KAMaELf
Congratulations. Di Ion. We're so proud of youl

Moy God bless you and continue
to guide you always

The post four years you hove spent or Subiaco
hove brought out the best in you Yov hove grown
in so many ways; physically, spiril\,olly
ocodemicol!y ore 1ust o few You hove

accomplished so much, even breaking school
records in loorboll We never doubred your abilities

but you hove exceeded our expectations. The
friendships you hove mode in these four short years

are your brothers for life. We ore so blessed to be
your porenls and we know thol you will conranue io
grow where ever you may be
stand firm m the faith; be
courageous; be strong.• I Corm1h1ons 16· I J

"Be on your guard.
love,

Mom and Dad

"Take prid~ in how far
you han! come and
h.a\·e faith in how far
you ,viii go:

-Christian Lar-.on

',

...

•

DEVON FOKJT
It is so hard to believe that our little boy is all grown up You hove
hod a few bumps along the way but kept on going. Keep yolJli fgil~ •
in God and your heart always. We all ore so very proud o~ou.
We love you,
Dad, Mom,

Sydney, Bvbb,e, Megan,

Jackson, Jameson

as our son and
slile & wekno
m. Love you,

Yoo will lce&p m
perlectpeoce

those whose mmds
ore steodfosl,
because they /rust
1nyou

TrustmtheLORD
forever,

C

for the LORD,
the LORD himself
the Rocle elernol.

1s

ls010h 26:3-4

We ore so proud of you I We hove loved watching you grow from o tiny
and determined child to o disciplined ond intelligent yo~ng man'. \t( e lt>o\ ..
forward to seeing all the great things that will happen in ~ou r lire I!~~~
your hard work. Remember to recognize the blessings that ~11lo.mt:'.y~ :.

way and to stay dose to Jesus.
We love you,

Dad, Mom,

Beau

and Rochel
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As you continue your journey through life, remember to olwoys stay true to your
heart, belie\l'e in yourself, make good choices, be proud of oll your
accomplishments, embrace lo\l'e, forgive others ond yourself ond remember
How much you ore loved
You hove worked so hard and accomplished so much, never opting for the easy
way out. Delerminalion, perseverance, conscientiousness, and hard work are your
strengths and will help you rise to any occasion. Use your strengths and wisdom to
face challenges with confidence. We know you will achieve whatever you put your
mind to. You ore o constant source of pride end joy to our family. We ore so proud
of the extraordinary young man that you ore and blessed to hove you as our son.
May your light always shine bright, so you never lose your way and may your
journey through life be adventurous and fulfilling. We love you and wish you a
future filled with all the peace, happiness, and success you deserve.

PAUL :i£IT£K

JAliKaOtJ MOKIKA
We ore all so incredibly proud of you and all of your
hard work. Stoy true to who you ore
ond always believe in yourself.
Remember there is one who loves you most; Read
Jeremiah 29: 1 I • •For I know the plan that I hove for
you,• declares the Lord, "plans for welfare and nol for
calamity to give you o future and hope."

JUN/OK ADJEI
CONGRATULATIONS!
We ore proud of you.

Melda, Mom and Dad

HAEVEN PATTEKJON
We hove watched you grow
from a boy into a young man

and you hove always mode us proud.
We ore looking forward to seeing
what the future holds for you.

Love you, Mom, George,
Nono & Papaw

fJl/AM MAKTIMEZ

ETHAN,
Your Groduotion is on Achievement ...
and a Beginning of a lifetime ...
NCom mit to the Lord whatever you do, and your

plans will succeed." Proverbs 16:3
But always remember that we're here
to support you ell the woyl

Mom, Dad, Julian and Pogi

You will hove successes and failures, good times and bod.
Remember who you ore now, and the idea that is Subiaco.
Don't let the world change you, change it. Even o little, end you

will hove been o success.
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